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`Y^Y_^`_\\cY^9^TYQ]QigU\\RUY^TYSQdYfUReddXUiQbU
bQbU\iQSSebQdU±Qc_``_cUTd_UhYd`_\\cgXYSXdU^Td_
?
RU^UQbUbdXU]Qb[@Qbd_VdXUbUQc_^V_be^U^TY^WY^QSS

ebQSYUc\YUY^dXUV\QgUT]UdX_T_\_WYUc_VdXU`_\\cBQ^T_]
cQ]`\Y^WS_cdcQ\_d_V]_^Ui^_dd_]U^dY_^cQ]`\Y^W
bYW_ebQ^TdXU\Y]YdUTReTWUdc_V]UTYQ_bWQ^YcQdY_^c_VdU^
be\U_edQcdQdYcdYSQ\\ib_RecdcebfUi?^d_`_VdXQdYcdXU
RYjQbbU±Red^UfUbdXU\UccbUQ\±Y^S\Y^QdY_^_Vc_]U
`_\\cdUbcd_`b_TeSUbUce\dcdXQdQ``UQbW__T^Ugcd_dXUYb
S\YU^dcDXUY]`_bdQ^SU_VQSSebQdU`bUTYSdY_^c_fUb]Q[U
RU\YUfUW__T^UgcXQc^UfUbRUU^Ve\\iQ``bUSYQdUTRi
UYdXUb]UTYQ_bWQ^YcQdY_^c_b`_\YdYSQ\`QbdYUc
DXUbUQ\cX_bdS_]Y^W_V_`Y^Y_^`_\\cY^9^TYQ^U\USdY_^c
SQ^RU\_SQdUTY^dXUbUcdbYSdY_^cY]`_cUTRidXU5\USdY_^
3_]]YccY_^_^dXU`eR\YSQdY_^_VdXU`_\\cCY^SUYdXQc
RUU^TUU]UTdXQddXUSQ]`QYW^cX_e\T^_dRUY^V\eU^SUTY^
Q^igQiRi`_\\cdXQd`bUTYSdgY^^UbcQ^T\_cUbcdXUcebfUic
QbUS_^TeSdUTRUV_bUdXURQdd\U\Y^UcY^dXUS_^cdYdeU^SYUc
QbUS\UQbDXU`_\\c`eR\YcXUTc_VQbS_^dQY^QcYW^YVYSQ^d\i
\QbWU^e]RUbc_Ve^TUSYTUTf_dUbc±_bf_dUbcgX_bUVecU
d_Y^TYSQdUdXUYbf_dY^WY^dU^dY_^cDXYc]UQ^cdXQdc]Q\\
cXYVdcSQ^SXQ^WUdXU_edS_]U1SSebQdU`_\\cXQfUd_dbQS[
dXU`_`e\Qb]__TQcdXUSQ]`QYW^`b_WbUccUcCY^SUdXYc
Yc^µd`_ccYR\U_gY^Wd_dXUbUcdbYSdY_^cY]`_cUTRidXU53
c`USe\QdY_^RQcUT_^Q^UST_dQ\UfYTU^SURi`_\YdYSYQ^cQ^T
]UTYQ`b_VUccY_^Q\cQR_e^T
>_dgYdXcdQ^TY^WdXUcU_RfY_ec\Y]YdQdY_^cYdYc`_ccYR\U
d_]Q[UQVUg_RcUbfQdY_^c_^dXUcdQdU_V`\QiY^dXU2YXQb
1ccU]R\iU\USdY_^c
6YbcddXUbUYcQXeWUaeUcdY_^]Qb[cebb_e^TY^WdXUVY^Q\
deb^_edQdQdY]U_V`Q^TU]YSDXUSb_gTcQdbQ\\YUc]QigU\\
RUY]`bUccYfUQ^T`QccY_^QdUQR_eddXUYb`bUVUbU^SUc
8_gUfUbgXY\UdXU]__T_VdXUbQ\\YUc]QigU\\deb^_edd_
RUY^VUSdY_ecYdYc`UbdY^U^dd_RUQbY^]Y^TdXUVQSddXQd
dX_cUQddU^TY^WbQ\\YUcS_^cdYdedUQc]Q\\`UbSU^dQWU_VdXU
U\USd_bQdU=_cdf_dUbc
]Q[Ue`dXUYb]Y^T_^dXU
0[cW^dVW=PaT]SaP
cdbU^WdX_VQSSe]e\QdUT
<^SXbP__TP[P]S
Uh`UbYU^SUcReY\de`_fUb
_^_d[PaXchXbX]cPRcRP] dXUiUQbcdbQTYdY_^Q\
Xc^UUbTccWTX\_aTbbX^] QVVY\YQdY_^cQ^TVY^Q\\i
S_]]e^YdiSX_YSUcBQ\\YUc
Q^Tc]Q\\UbSQ]`QYW^
cWPc=XcXbWXbfT[[_Pbc
]UUdY^WcT_XU\`d_
WXb_aX\T.7TaTcWT
TYccU]Y^QdU]UccQWUcRed
dXUiQbU^UfUbQ\\Y]`_bdQ^d
aTR^aSXb\XgTS<^SX
R^d[S]c^UUbTccWTP]cX Y^`edcY^dXUVY^Q\f_dU
DXYcU\USdY_^]QiRU
VebdXUbS_]`\YSQdUTRidXU
X]Rd\QT]RhPVPX]bc
e^TUb\iY^WVUQb_VRUY^W
APVWdQPa3PbX]
`Qbd_VQSb_gT_^f_dY^W
9WPaZWP]S*WTP]S0\Xc TQi1\dX_eWXdXUVUQb_V
dXU3_fYT!)`Q^TU]YSYc
BWPWR^d[S]c_aTeT]c
]_bU`b_^_e^SUTY^dXU
cWT00?eXRc^ahX]3T[WX ebRQ^QbUQcdXUbUYccdY\\Q
QTRPdbT:TYaXfP[WPSP cYW^YVYSQ^d`b_`_bdY_^_V
bebQ\f_dUbcgX_QbU\_QdXd_
WXVWTa[TPSTabWX_aPcX]V cdU`_ed_VdXUYbcQVUj_^Uc
Q^TW_Y^d_`_\\Y^WcdQdY_^c
cWP][^RP[19?UPRTb
9`Ubc_^Q\\iVUU\dXQddXU
1dcT[TRc^aP[PaXcW\TcXR 2YXQbU\USdY_^]QicUUQ
TY`Y^dXUdeb^_ed_Vf_dUbc
WPbP]X\_^acP]ca^[T
Y^dXU% QWURbQS[Ud9V
dXYcXQ``U^cYdYc
S_^SUYfQR\UdXQdc_]U_VdXUQTfQ^dQWUc>YdYcX;e]QbXQc
WQY^UT_^dXUcdbU^WdX_VXYcW_fUb^Q^SUbUS_bTQ^TQ
S_bbUc`_^TY^WVUQb_VdXUbUdeb^_V²Ze^W\UbQZ³]QiRU
^UedbQ\YcUT
CUS_^T\iQcQ\UQTUbQ^TQT]Y^YcdbQd_b3XYUV=Y^YcdUb
>YdYcX;e]QbYce^TUbcdQdUT8UYcQaeYUdg_b[UbQ^TYc^_d
Y^S\Y^UTd_RUdXUQdbYSQ\Y^XYccdi\UDXU`b_\_^WUTTYcbe`dY_^
_V^_b]Q\\YVUcY^SU=QbSXXQc]UQ^ddXQdXYc`bUcU^SU_^
dXUWb_e^TXQcRUS_]U]_bUV\UUdY^WDXYcbUS\ecYfU^Ucc
XQc^µdQVVUSdUTdXUQT]Y^YcdbQdYfUbUQSX_VdXUCdQdU
7_fUb^]U^dQ^TYdcg_b[TebY^WdXU]YWbQ^dg_b[UbY^V\eh
Vb_]_dXUbCdQdUcXQcRUU^aeYdUUhU]`\Qbi8_gUfUbaeYUd
g_b[Yc_VdU^`UbY`XUbQ\d_Q\_eT^QbbQdYfUgXYSX
UhQWWUbQdUcXQbTcXY`cQ^Te^TUb`\QicQT]Y^YcdbQdYfUTU`dX
9dYcTYVVYSe\dd_[^_gYVdXYcSQ^cXQ`UdXUVY^Q\_edS_]UDXU
`QcdbUS_bTYc]YhUT9^?TYcXQV_bUhQ]`\U>QfUU^
@Qd^QY[µc\_g[UiQ``b_QSXXQc^µdQVVUSdUTXYc`Qbdiµc
U\USdY_^_edS_]U9^QcY]Y\QbfUY^dXU<UVd6b_^dY^
^UYWXR_ebY^WGUcd2U^WQ\`bUfQY\UTV_bdXbUUTUSQTUc_^
dXUcdbU^WdX_VdXU3@9=µcV_b]YTQR\U^Udg_b[±dXYc
TUc`YdUdXUVQSddXQdY^dUb]c_VSQ]`QYW^Y^WY^dXUdXbUU
gUU[c`bY_bd_f_dY^WTQidXU?``_cYdY_^gQc]_bUfYcYR\U
9^2YXQbdXUbUYc^_T_eRddXQdY^dXU`QcdgUU[DUZQcXgY
IQTQfXQcWU^UbQdUTUhSYdU]U^d_^dXUcdbU^WdX_VXYc
QWWbUccYfUSQ]`QYW^Y^WQ^T`b_]YcU_V! \Q[X^Ug
7_fUb^]U^dZ_RcDXU2:@XQcbUc`_^TUTgYdXQ`b_]YcU
_V!)\Q[XQTTYdY_^Q\Z_RcQ`b_]YcUgXYSX]QiUYdXUbRU
bUWQbTUTQcQS_`iSQdQccebQ^SU_bXQfUdXUUVVUSd_V
TY\edY^WR_dXQccebQ^SUc8_gUfUbdXUVQSdbU]QY^cdXQddXU
:Q^QdQ4Q\E2:@Q\\YQ^SUXQcRUU^bUTeSUTd_RQ^[Y^W
TYc`b_`_bdY_^QdU\i_^dXUQ``UQ\_VdXU@bY]U=Y^YcdUb>_g
Q\dX_eWX>QbU^TbQ=_TYµcQ``UQ\Q^T`_`e\QbYdiYcY^dQSd
SQ^Yd_VVcUddXUY]`bUccY_^dXQd>YdYcXYcgU\\`QcdXYc`bY]U/
8UbUdXUbUS_bTYc]YhUT=_TYS_e\T^µd_VVcUddXUQ^dY
Y^Se]RU^SiQWQY^cdBQWXeRQb4QcY^:XQb[XQ^T+XUQ^T
1]YdCXQXS_e\T^µd`bUfU^ddXU11@fYSd_biY^4U\XY
RUSQecU1bfY^T;UZbYgQ\XQTQXYWXUb\UQTUbcXY`bQdY^WdXQ^
\_SQ\2:@VQSUc
6Y^Q\\idXUbUYcU\USd_bQ\QbYdX]UdYSd_S_^cYTUbDXU
?``_cYdY_^Y^2YXQbcUU]cdUbbYR\iVbQSdebUTQ^TdXUQ^dY
>YdYcX;e]Qbf_dU]QigU\\RUX_bbYR\iVbQSdebUTDXYc]Qi
WYfUdXUY^Se]RU^ddXUQTfQ^dQWUY^QVYbcd`QcddXU`_cd
cicdU]2eddXUbUYcQ\c_dXUe^SUbdQY^di_fUbdXU:4Eµc
_bWQ^YcQdY_^Q\gUQ[^UccQ^TYdcQRY\Ydid_XQbfUcdf_dUcY^dXU
S_^cdYdeU^SYUcYdYcVYWXdY^WGXQdQbU\Y[U\id_RUdXU
S_^cUaeU^SUcYVdXU2:@µccdbY[UbQdUYccYW^YVYSQ^d\iXYWXUb
dXQ^dXQd_VdXU:4E/DXYc`_ccYRY\YdiXQc_`U^UTdXUT__bc
d_c`USe\QdY_^Q^T]Q^iS_^c`YbQSidXU_bYUc
5fUbiU\USdY_^Y^9^TYQYcRYddUb\iV_eWXdQ^TS\_eTUTY^
e^SUbdQY^didY\\dXUS_e^dY^W_Vf_dUc8_gUfUbgXU^dXU
f_dUcQbUS_e^dUTdXUbUce\dc_VdU^bUfUQ\QS\UQb`QddUb^
2YXQb]QigU\\RU^_TYVVUbU^d
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lready suffering from the
A
Covid-19-induced miseries, the “aam aadmi” is finding it tough to manage his
household affairs with his
kitchen budget having doubled
or tripled due to soaring prices
of vegetables, pulses and even
wheat flour (atta). As if the wiping out of the annual festivities
due to coronavirus wasn’t
enough, the price rise has only
added to the dampening of the
festive spirits.
The kitchen staples are
burning a hole in the common
man’s pocket. Prices of vegetables are already high as onions
cost C80-100 a kg, potatoes C
50-60 a kg and tomatoes C6070 a kg while the retail prices
of pulses have recently registered a steep hike. There has
been a sharp increase in prices
of most pulses including tur
(arhar), moong, masoor and
urad that have crossed the
C100 per kg mark in most cities

across India.
Interestingly, a significant
population avoids consuming
onions during the “navratra”
period (for nine days) but
despite the lower consumption
the prices continue to be very
high due to shortage of supply.
Officials of the Agriculture
Ministry said potato prices too
have surged more than 62 per
cent since May as production
fell in key growing States and
demand soared amid the
Covid-19 pandemic. Traders in
Uttar Pradesh, the largest potato producer in the country, said
prices will remain on these
lines at least till March.
As for onions, according to
Rajendra Sharma, a wholesale
supplier of the bulb at Asia’s
biggest vegetable and fruits
market Azadpur, the supply has
reduced from Maharashtra and
Karnataka due to its shortage.
“Of the 28 lakh tonnes stored
in Maharashtra, around 10-11
lakh tonnes remain now. The
yearly consumption of onions
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in India is slated to be 160 lakh
tonnes with Maharashtra alone
consuming around 4,000-6,000
tonnes per day,” he said.
“The heavy rain in
September not only destroyed
the new crop in Karnataka but
also took a toll on stored
onions in States like Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat. Farmers
in Maharashtra alone had marketable onions, having stored
the 28 lakh tonnes at the start

of summer,” he added.
The Ministry of Consumer
Affairs has imposed a stock
limit of two tonnes on retailers
and 25 tonnes for wholesalers
till December 31.
The Ministry has also
supplied 35,000 metric tonnes
of onion to States and Union
Territories to maintain certain
stability in prices.
The national acreage for
rabi onions last season was 10

lakh hectares as against 7 lakh
hectares of 2018-19. But the
additional wastage has constrained supply. There are three
main onion crops — kharif
(June-July sowing, postOctober harvest), late kharif
(September sowing, postDecember harvest), and rabi
(December-January sowing,
post-March harvest). The rabi
crop has the least moisture content, making it amenable to

storage.
Given the steep hike in the
onion price, the Telangana
Government on Saturday
decided to sell the edible bulb
at C35 per kilo at the
Government-run “Rythu
Bazaars”. Two kilos of onions
would be sold per person and
the consumers have to show
any identity card.
According to Suresh
Agarwal, All India Dal Miller
Association, there is a shortage
of pulses in the country as
farmers have switched over
from pulses to wheat and soyabean since 2018. Besides, the
Government policies also led to
this situation.
Most pulses come to India
from South African countries,
Canada and Myanmar. India
had imported 3.17 MT of pulses in 2014. This rose to 5.8 MT
in 2016. It further rose to 6.6
MT in 2017, followed by 5.6
MT in 2018. In 2018-19
though, the imports reduced to
2.527 MT.
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line with the Supreme
IthenCourt’s
directions in view of
festival season and the
Covid-19 pandemic, the
Centre has finalised a scheme
for grant of ex-gratia payment
of the difference between
compound interest and simple
interest for six months of
loans up to C2 crore.
The move will cost the
State exchequer `6,500 crore.
The Supreme Court had
directed the Centre to implement such a scheme “as soon
as possible”.
As per the operational
guidelines
issued
by
Department of Financial
Services, the scheme can be
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elhi’s air quality remained
D
in the ‘very poor’ category on Saturday with the Air
Quality Index recorded at 347.
The Ministry of Earth
Sciences’ air quality monitor,
System of Air Quality and
Weather Forecasting and
Research (SAFAR), said that
some locations entered ‘severe’
zone but that will be short lived
as winds are expected to
increase slightly.
Some areas like Mundka,
Wazirpur and Alipur recorded
‘severe’ levels of air pollution,
authorities said. It said the air
quality could improve on
October 26.
“The overall Delhi’s Air
Quality Index (AQI) is in the
very poor category with few
Delhi locations entering at
higher zone but that will be
short lived,” it said.

availed by borrowers in specified loan accounts for a period from March 1 to August
31, 2020.
“Borrowers who have loan
accounts having sanctioned
limits and outstanding
amount of not exceeding C2
crore (aggregate of all facilities
with lending institutions) as
on February 29 shall be eligible for the scheme,” it said.
Housing loan, education
loans, credit card dues, auto
loans, MSME loans, consumer
durable loans and consumption loans are covered under
the scheme.As per the scheme,
the lending institutions shall
credit the difference between
compound interest and simple
interest with regard to the eli-

gible borrowers in respective
accounts for the said period
irrespective of whether the
borrower fully or partially
availed the moratorium on
repayment of loan announced
by the RBI on March 27,
2020.
The scheme is applicable
on those who have not availed
the moratorium scheme and
continued with the repayment of loans.The lending
institutions after crediting the
amount will claim the reimbursement from the Central
Government.
According to sources, the
Government will have to shell
out C6,500 crore for the implementation of the scheme.
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iming to provide relief to
A
taxpayers facing constraints due to Covid-19, the
Income Tax Department on
Saturday yet again extended the
deadline for individual taxpayers for filing their returns
for Financial Year 2019-20
(assessment year 2020-21) by a
month till December 31.
For those taxpayers whose
accounts need to be audited,
the Income-Tax Return filing
deadline has been extended by
two months till January 31,
2021.
The Government had in
May extended the date for filing ITR for FY2019-20 from
July 31 to November 30, to give
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oronavirus continues to
C
hit the BJP in Bihar, the latest being the party’s election
campaign incharge and former
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis.
Making it public, Fadnavis
tweeted on Saturday, “I have
been working every single day
since the lockdown but now it
seems that God wants me to
stop for a while and take a
break! I have tested #COVID19
positive and in isolation. Taking
all medication & treatment as
per the advice of the doctors.”
“Those who have come in
contact with me are advised to
get Covid-19 tests done. Take
care, everyone!” another tweet
read.
Fadnavis, who is also the
leader of Opposition in the
Maharashtra Assembly, was
appointed as the BJP incharge
for Bihar elections last month.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
had on Friday during his rallies

?`hTR^aRZX_Z_TYRcXV7RU_RgZdeVdedgV
in the State termed it as the first
major election in the world
amid the corona pandemic”.
Before Fadnavis, Bihar’s
Deputy Chief Minister Sushil
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Kumar Modi and former
Union Minister and star campaigner Shahnawaz Hussain
had on Thursday announced
about having tested positive.
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s many as 15 more Covid19 patients died in 12 districts of the State on Saturday,
with which the total toll rose
to 1,229.

A

While two each succumbed to virus in Khordha,
Mayurbhanj and Sundargarh
districts, one each died in
Angul, B oudh, Bargarh,
Jharsuguda, Kandhamal, Puri,
Sundargarh, Sambalpur,
Gajapati and Baleswar.
The deceased in Khordha
were a 64-year-old man and a
39-year-old man.
The
casualties
in
Mayurbhanj were a 62-yearold man and a 42-year-old
man.The deaths in Sundargarh
were of a 78-year-old man and
a 73-year-old man.
The other deceased were a
60-year-old man in Angul, a
51-year-old man in Boudh, a
53-year-old man in Bargarh, a

60-year-old
man
of
Jharsuguda, a 62-year-old
woman of Kandhamal, a 48year-old man of Puri, a 60year-old man of Sambalpur, a
69-year-old man of Gajapati
and a 52-year-old woman of
Baleswar. Meanwhile, State’s
total positive cases rose to
2,79,582 on day with 1,695
fresh cases being recorded
from all 30 districts and State
pool on day.
Of new cases, 98 were
detected from quarantine and
709 were local contacts.
Khordha recorded day’s
highest 183 cases followed by
Baeswar 128, Sundargarh 110,
Cuttack 103, Nuapada 92,
Angul 83, Jagatsinghpur 77,

The instances of BJP leaders testing positive coincidentally continue to come when
their party in its poll manifesto
has promised to provide free
vaccination to the State’s residents triggering a major row.
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compliance relief to taxpayers.
In a statement, the Central
Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT)
said, “The due date for furnishing of Income Tax Returns
for the taxpayers [for whom the
due date (i.e. before the extension by the said notification) as
per the Act was July 31, 2020]
has been extended to
December 31, 2020.”
The due date for furnishing

Keonjhar 73, Balangir 65,
Jajpur 57, Bargarh 56,
Nabarangpur 51, Puri 51,
Ganjam 45, Jharsuguda 45,
Koraput 45, Mayurbhanj 45,
Kendrapada 42, Sambalpur
42, Malkangiri 37, Kalahandi
36, Bhadrak 35, Kandhamal
34, Nayagarh 32, Subarnapur
24, Dhenkanal 23, Rayagada
17, Boudh 11, Deogarh 11 and
Gajapati 7.
Besides, 35 cases were
reported from State pool.With
40,033 Covid tests done during period, State’s cumulative
tests rose to 42,80,274.
However, another 2,613
patients recovered on day, taking total recoveries to
2,62,031.
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or the second consecutive
F
day in capital city
Bhubaneswar, Covid-19 tally
dipped below 200-mark as 182
new positive cases were detected on Saturday. With this, positive case tally surged to 28,481
in city, including 2,415 active
cases Continued on Page 4

of ITR for the taxpayers, who
are required to get their
accounts audited (for whom
the due date as per the I-T Act
is October 31, 2020), has been
extended to January 31, 2021,
it added.
The CBDT said the deadlines have been extended in
order to “provide more time to
taxpayers for furnishing of
Income Tax Returns”.
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any of us have either
seen or read Rebecca by
Daphne du Maurier.
Hence, there are no surprises
when it comes to the climax or
what is to come next. What is
different here than the 1940 psychological thriller directed by
Alfred Hitchcock is of course the
way the two films have dealt
with the same story. Then there
is the whole black and white as
opposed to colour. The chilliness
and the cold reserve that played
out so brilliantly in the
Hitchcock version is totally
missing here. There is Laurence
Olivier and Joan Fontaine as
opposed to Lily James and
Armie Hammer.
This Rebecca leaves you
cold, unmoved and somewhat
disconnected. Though it is never
right nor fair to compare two
movies with the same story as a
viewer it is difficult to look at this
film without doing the unforgivable. However, for those who
have not seen the Hitchcock version, it will be a treat to watch
the book come alive.
While there is no way one
can even compare Laurence
Olivier and Joan Fontaine characters to Lily James and Armie
Hammer’s, the latter manage to
hold their ground well. James,
who has done movies like Mama
Mia, Here We Go Again! and
Cinderella, plays Mrs de Winter
well. But instead of coming off
as somebody who is naïve and
innocent, she comes across as a
person who is more curious and
we know where that leads. Still
one can’t ignore her performance here which is delivered
well. One however, finds it difficult to understand what her
motive is especially when she
realises that her husband did kill
albeit an accident and covered it
up — is it because she realises
that she is the only woman her
husband loved or it is something
entirely different? This Rebecca
leaves the viewer to interpret the
last look of the second Mrs de
Winter. A movie to watch if not
seen Hitchcock’s version.
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irst things first. Mirzapur has not reformed
itself from being perhaps one of the most
violent, sleazy, abusive and yet unashamedly luring. Season 2 is even more so, at least in
the first three mentioned traits.
The disclaimer at the beginning attempts to
assuage your alarm by saying totally fictitious
and the like. However, the knowledge of this sort
of a scenario being a reality in the cow belt of
the nation, the unabated goondaism, the police
criminal nexus, the impunity and violence with
which criminals conduct their business keeps
you on the hook all through the 10 episodes of
Season 2, which, by the way, has set itself up for
a third season.
Personally, I eschew and cringe at pronounced screen violence and in this one the
bloodbaths are what makes for the story.

F

Mirzapur is India’s Game of Thrones with just
a tad less history to it. The man who will be King
of Mirzapur has to be powerful, with no chinks
of vulnerability in his demeanour. He should be
able to kill at will even if it is his favourite and
loyal servant for decades or his own father!
Corruption of the system matches up with the
corruption of the mind, boy and soul of all its
main characters who have, come to think of it,
done a pretty good job if you hate them all in
equal measure.
Will not be able to call Mirzapur riveting but
yes it draws your blood to your temples, makes
you curdle in fear and cringe in disgust with such
pointed venom and force that it automatically
qualifies for a binge watch.
The end is predictable and similar to the first
season, the characters have matured and the violence here prevails only to push the story into
a state of no repair and the climax sets up the
window for the next season with the polish of
a veteran.
Mirzapur will be watched in the third season too. How watch-worthy is such content can
be a topic for debate on another platform.
Meanwhile waiting avidly for the sequel of
The Family Man.
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he thing about short films is that they are
fully loaded second to second to tell a story.
In this format the story has to be short but
have the potential of leaving a long term impact.
Stunning climax, an ending you may not have fathomed, and every frame meant to tell the story, or
should one say race to finish the story because the
director has just 14 minutes to leave a nark on you.

T

Laghushanka is of that potent, telling and
interesting category. It deals with the issue of bedwetting by an adult girl who has a marriage staring down her face, a hysterical family and the
prospect of it coming out in the open in her sasural.
The film has been treated with a lot of acumen, tender loving care and slick production
which keeps you hooked from the beginning to
the end.
It also delivers a powerful message on
human weakness and ailments that are often treated with insensitivity and indifference. This head
turner film is neither insensitive nor indifferent
to the issue it has at and must watch.
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here is something so
sweet and cute about
watching animation especially if it is a fairy tale. There is
a reason why even adults love
watching them. The whole idea
of seeing a kid believe in fairy
tales and living it, makes us
relive the same and take us back
to times when we were kids and
believed in Santa Claus and the
idea of an old lady who lives on
the Moon and keeps herself busy
by spinning. But as adults, we do
know that the dark patches on
this natural satellite are actually deep craters on its surface.

T
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he campaign by the State’s
major political parties BJD,
T
BJP and Congress for the
Assembly by-elections to the
Baleswar Sadar and Tirtol constituencies has gained momentum ahead of the polling scheduled on November 3.
In view of the Covid-19
guidelines, leaders are trying to
woo the voters through various
mediums, including door-todoor campaign and virtual rallies.
However, it is yet uncertain
if and when Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik would go for
campaigning for the by-polls.
Union
Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan campaigned in Tirtol and Baleswar
Sadar on Friday and Saturday,
respectively, and slammed the
ruling BJD and sought the
voters’ support for the BJP

candidates. He accused the
State Government of Covid
mismanagement and held it
responsible for the growing
unemployment, chit fund scam
and poor healthcare infrastructure.
Claiming that the Central
Government released to the
State Rs 22,267 crore, including
Rs 922. 48 crore for Baleswar,
for the Covid-19 battle, he
said the health service in the
State is in a precarious condition. He also alleged that the
funds provided by the Centre
to the Sate are not properly
utilised.Odisha Congress incharge A Chella Kumar and
PCC president Niranjan
Patnaik and working president Pradeep Majhi campaigned for the party candidate
in Baleswar Sadar and Tirtol on
Thursday and Friday, respectively.
While stating that the BJP
Government at the Centre and
the BJD Government in the
State have failed to carry out
development works, they
asserted that whatever tangible

development has taken place in
the State, it was only when the
Congress was in power.
They pointed out that the
spinning mills at Tirtol and
elsewhere in the State set up
during the Congress rule have
been shut down after the BJD
came to power.
Had these spinning mills
been revived, migrant workers
who returned from other States
during the Covid pandemic
could have been employed
there without being forced to
return to their former workplaces in search of their livelihood, they said.
The BJD, on its part, has
deployed several Ministers and
senior leaders in the two constituencies to retain the Tirtol
seat and wrest Baleswar Sadar
from the BJP.
The BJD leaders say that
they are confident of winning
both by-polls due to the popularity of Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik as the State
Government has ushered in
several development works in
the constituencies.
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bserving that the NonResident
Indian
Sponsored (NRIS) category
reservation is an affront to
meritorious candidates, the
Orissa High Court has called
upon the Bar Council of India
(BCI) and other stakeholders to
revisit the process of admissions into the National Law
Universities (NLUs).
Worthy students toil day
and night to secure a seat in the
NLUs by cracking the
Common Law Admission Test
(CLAT). But NRIS students, by
paying hefty donations, grab
the seats of meritorious students, the court observed.
A Division Bench of Justice
Sanju Panda and Justice SK
Panigrahi said NRI sponsored
candidates, who are very lowranked in the merit list often
get seats in the NLUs whereas
the general candidates having
secured better marks and
placed higher in the merit list
are denied admissions. “This is

O
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he Indian National Trade
Union Congress (INTUC)
has urged all its cadres and all
central trade unions and industrial, bank and railway federations to defeat the ‘anti-worker’ and ‘anti-farmer’ BJP and
BJD candidates in the ensuing
Baleswar and Tritol by-polls
and instead elect Congress
candidates Mamata Kundu
and Himansu Mallick in the
two respective Assembly seats.
The INTUC passed a resolution in this regard at its
zonal conference held at
Baleswar.
The BJP-led Government
at the Centre, by passing 4
labour codes, two anti-farmer

T

Bills, and the BJD Government
in the State, by enhancing
working hours from eight to 12
hours, have exposed their
nexuses with industrialists and
multinational companies,

alleged INTUC Odisha Branch
president Dr Rama Chandra
Khuntia.AICC Odisha incharge Dr A Chellakumar
inaugurating the conference
said the INTUC has always

fought for the workers’ interest.
Though the INTUC supports the Congress, yet it doesn’t hesitate to oppose the
wrong policies of the Congress
Governments against workers
and farmers. He appealed
INTUC workers to support the
Congress candidates. PCC
president Niranjan Patnaik
said all development works in
Odisha and Baleswar had been
done during Congress
Governments.
Congress Chief Whip in
Assembly Tara Prasad
Bahinipati, MP Saptagiri
Ulaka, former MP Pradeep
Majhi and Sudarsan Das also
urged voters to support
Congress candidate Kundu.

like reservation for the elite
class; and this dubious category of reservation is unconstitutional,” the court said. The
court further observed that
the eligibility and selection
under the NRIS category are
“unregulated, illegal and arbitrary”. Quoting the Supreme
Court judgement in the PA
Inamdar case, the HC said
admission under the NRIS category is given to less meritorious students just because they
could afford to pay higher fees
demanded by the universities.
“The consortium of NLUs,
the BCI and all stakeholders
involved in the process of
(admission) should revisit the
so-called NRIS quota and prepare a proper regulation and
system.
Several studies reveal that
the selection process under
NRIS is quite vague, undefined
and is based on inconsistent
parameters,” the court said
while disposing of a petition in
this regard filed by one Ishika
Patnaik.

he Chief Minister’s 5T
Secretary VK Pandian on
Saturday visited Puri and
reviewed the progress of
development
of
the
Swargadwar and also the
Gosalas for stray cattle and
rehabilitation of beggars.
Redevelopment of the
Swargadwar constitutes an
important part of the 5T initiative.
An official said the work
has started with funding from
the Chief Minister’s Relief
Fund and would be completed by March next.
As an interim measure, a
shed and other facilities are
being provided to people visiting the Swargadwar for cremation of their relatives.
To make the Badadanada
(Grand Road) clean, as many
as about 700 stray cattle have
also been shifted to the
Gosalas from the Badadanda

?=BQ 1A07<0?DA

n a crackdown launched during the festive season, police
Ibusted
a number of gambling
dens and arrested a large number of in Ganjam district on
Friday night.As many as 14
gambling dens were raided
and 68 gamblers were arrested
in the last 24 hours across the
district.
Gambling would not be
allowed in any part of the district and such raids would be
conducted on regular basis,

?=BQ 970ABD6D30

ahashtami of Goddess
Durga was celebrated in
M
Jharsuguda district amid tight

and another 400 would be
relocated in next one
month.Steps have also been
taken for rehabilitation of
beggars so that they can lead
a respectful life.
Meanwhile, about 500
beggars have been rescued
from the Badadanda and
rehabilitated in various institutions. Of those rescued,
150 have been traced and
reunited with their families.
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minor girl of Sundargarh
district, who had been
impregnated and whose pregnancy had been aborted, anf
who was sheltered in a rehab
house, ran away from the
house and was found missing.
The SOS Children’s village,
Rourkela, where she was staying has lodged a FIR and the
police are now searching her.
"On knowing her absence
on Friday evening, we immediately informed the relevant
authorities like the Child Line,
CWC Chairperson, DCPO

A

and the police. We hope she is
found safe and sound and
returns to our care as soon as
possible.
We are committed to fully
cooperating with the authorities regarding the incident."
said Director, SOS Children’s
village, Rourkela Tapan Kumar
Suna.
"Based on the FIR, since
she is a minor girl, we have
registered a kidnapping case.
We are searching her," said
Chhend police station IIC
Rasmita Patel.
Notably, on the alleged
sexual exploitation of the victim girl, the IIC of Birmitrapur
police station and a doctor of
the CHC, Birmitrapur had
been arrested by the Crime
Branch more than three
months ago and had been
sent to jail.

During the review, the Puri
C ollector
and
the
Commissioners of BMC and
Cuttack
Municipal
Corporation were present.
The BMC and the CMC
would also undertake shifting
of stray cattle and rehabilitate
in the Gosalas of their respective areas.
They would also undertake rehabilitation of beggars
in their areas.
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Covid-19 norms and strict
health guidelines on Saturday.
The coronavirus has evidently dampened the festive
spirits as very few devotees
could be seen thronging to
Puja Pandals In normal years,
people perform religious rituals at their homes and visit
various shrines throughout
the district, including famous
Ramchandi Shaktipeeth in
the Brajrajnagar area.
On Friday, very few devotees offered Pushpanjali to the
goddess at different pandals
on Mahasaptami, obeying
Covid protocol.
Everyone was given entry
following a thermal screening.
Social distancing was main-

?=BQ 1A07<0?DA

he Ganjam district administration on Friday sealed
T
22 shops, including two large
malls, and collected over a
lakh of rupees from them for
violating Covid-19 guidelines
and 5T rules in the BeMC and
the Gopalpur NAC areas.
Teams of officers comprising Brahmapur Sub-Collector
Kirti Vashan, Tehasildar S Patra
and SDM Sweta Kumar Dash
conducted raids at different
locations and took the action.
During raids it was found
that there was a huge rush of
customers at the V2 shopping
mall at Old Bus Stand but
social distancing and mask
wearing norms were not maintained by them. Similar was the
situation at the Vishal Mega
Mart at the Church Road. Dr
Das sealed the two malls in the
interest of public.
As per the directives of the
district Collector Vijaya Amrut
Kulange, such raids are being
collected in the city on a regular basis.
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tained strictly.On Saptami the
' Main Karta' of Om Sri Puja
Committee of Sarbahal area,
Pintu Padhi participated in
Kalas Yatra with his wife,
while priest Krisna Chandra
Panigrahi, assistant priest
Ajay Mishra and three committee members were present.
Prana Pratistha was done
on the Saptami Puja.Durga
Puja is being celebrated at
many other places in the
town.
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Ganjam SP Brijesh Ray said.
The cops also seized cash of Rs
1,53,050, four mobile phones
and four motorcycles from the
accused.
Illegal betting activities to
make quick bucks are rampant
during festival season like
Durga Puja and Kali Puja.
Although the police carry out
crackdown at regular intervals, gambling activities regain
their root within no time. Due
to the menace many families
are being financially ruined,
opine the intellectuals.
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he most fascinating
Dussehra of Puri,
acclaimed as Srikshetra
Goshani Jata, would be held at
the holy Lions Gate of the
Jagannath Temple on Tuesday
amid the Covid-19 guidelines.
Nearly a hundred of Devi
idols would be installed in
multiple rows on the
Badadanda in front of the
Jagannath Temple.
Maximum of seven persons with face masks will
attend each idol at a time. The
deities would come in carts.
Immersion procession would
be held in the same night.
Only seven people would
accompany each cart carrying
idols toa site near the
Atharnala river. After a talk
with Puja committees, the
district administration has
allowed idols’ exhibition at the
Lions Gate.

T

Assembly Speaker Surjya
Narayan Patro on Thursday
and discussed threadbare about
the progress of various development works of Fasiguda
Gram Panchayat initiated by
Patro.They brought to his
attention various problems and
difficulties of the people in the
GP.
Patro assured the farmers
that the ongoing development
works of Fasiguda GP will be
expedited and all their problems will be sorted out
soon.Soon after discussion, the
Speaker issued necessary directives to officials. Notably, Patro
is the Digapahandi MLA.
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Cuttack city on Saturday and
seized 35 motorcycles and a
Tata Magic vehicle. City DCP
Prateek Singh said on basis of

?=BQ 909?DA

he nine-day-long famous
Biraja Rath Yatra concludT
ed here with the Bahuda Yatra
(return journey) held amid
Covid-19 restrictions and without devotees on Saturday.
Priests conducted Chhera
Panhara (sweeping) rituals on
the floor the Rath.
Subsequently, the chariot was
pulled by selected servitors
and priests. Devotees were not
allowed to come to the main
road near the temple. All

entry points to Jajpur town
were sealed. Police personnel
and temple officials had undergone Covid-19 tests and those
who tested negative for the
virus were allowed to participate in all rituals of Rath Yatra.
All Covid norms such as
social distancing and mask
wearing were implemented
strictly.
Notably, the Orissa High
Court had allowed holding of
Biraja Rath Yatra after hearing
public interest litigations on
October 8.

1WdQP]TbfPa) ;XTdcT]P]c6T]TaP[
=P]SP :XbW^aT BPW^^ EB< WPb
cPZT] ^eTa Pb 3XaTRc^a 6T]TaP[
3T]cP[ BTaeXRTb  2^[^]T[
2^\\P]SP]c ^U 0a\h 3T]cP[
2^a_b7TXbcWTUXabc>SXP^UUXRTa
c^ Pbbd\T cWXb ^UUXRT BPW^^ P]
P[d\]db ^U cWT :X]V 6T^aVT³b
<TSXRP[ D]XeTabXch P]S cWT
<d\QPX D]XeTabXch WPb WT[S
\d[cX_[T^UUXRTbSdaX]V"&hTPab^U
WXb \X[XcPah RPaTTa 7T Xb P[b^ P]
X]cTa]PcX^]P[[hPRR[PX\TS PdcW^a
cTPRWTa P]S fX]]Ta ^U cWT :B
<PbcTabX[eTa\TSP[
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BPc_PcWh Ua^\ 9PVPcbX]VW_da
SXbcaXRc fW^ fPb f^aZX]V X]
BP]cP[SXWXd]STa?dad[XPSXbcaXRcX]
FTbc 1T]VP[ bdRRd\QTS c^ WXb
X[[]Tbb^]>Rc^QTa %7TfPb&!
3a BPc_PcWh ^] >Rc^QTa # UT[c
QaTPcWX]Vbh]Sa^\TP]SbdUUTaTS
Ua^\ PRdcT aTb_XaPc^ah _a^Q[T\
7T fPb R^\X]V c^ 1WdQP]TbfPa
QhP]P\Qd[P]RTU^acaTPc\T]cQdc
bPS[hQaTPcWTSWXb[Pbc^]cWTfPh
7Xb Q^Sh fPb RaT\PcTS Pc cWT
BPchP =PVPa RaT\Pc^aXd\ 0 _P[[
^UV[^^\STbRT]STS^]WXb]PcXeT
eX[[PVTAP\QWPSTX_daWTaTfWT]cWTbPS]TfbaTPRWTS7TXbbdaeXeTS
Qh f[XUT 2WX]\PhTT cf^ b^]b <P]c^bW P]S BP]c^bW P]S SPdVWcTa
<ad]\PhTT
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he DGP on Saturday issued
T
an order inviting eligible
constables in the general category to appear in an examination after a gap of 18 years for
their promotion as ASIs.
As per the prevailing
Odisha Police Manual Rules
(PMR)-660, the Constables
belonging to the general category who have completed
seven years of service after
passing Constable basic course
of training as on January 1,
2017, are eligible to attend the
written examination for the
vacant ASI posts.
The last examination for
promotion of Constables to
ASIs in the general category
was held in the year 2002.“It
was noticed that the provisions
stipulated in PMR-660 governing procedure of appointment of Assistant SubInspector of Police was not

comprehensive and having lot
of ambiguity regarding the
date from which the eligibility
criteria shall be counted,
regarding selection procedure,
validity of select list of candidates who have passed the
examination etc.
These shortcomings in
the PMR-660 were leading to
lot of litigation and causing
administrative inconvenience
in holding written examination
for promotion to the rank of
officiating ASI,” the order stated.
A proposal suggesting
amendment of PMR-660 was
submitted to the Home
Department in February 2018
to have a comprehensive
recruitment rule for selection
of eligible Constables for promotion to as ASIs.
The Government has enumerated the selection process
removing the previous ambiguities.
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he Commissionerate police
busted a five-member
T
motorcycle lifters’ gang in

armers of Fasiguda Gram
Panchayat
under
F
Digapahandi Block met
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n order to prevent pollution
of water bodies in the city, the
IBhubaneswar
Municipal
Corporation (BMC) has been
constructing four temporary
ponds for immersion of idols
after Durga Puja.
A BMC official said two
temporary ponds would be set
up on banks of Kuakhai river
while another one would come
up on bank of Daya river.

a complaint lodged at Jagatpur
police station on September 14,
2020 alleging loot of a Tata
Magic vehicle, the police registered a case and launched a
probe.
During investigations, one
Papu Charan Roul alias Papu
and Jagabandhu Roul alias
Jagan were detained.
While checking their
antecedents, it was found that
the duo was veteran looters.
Papu and Jagan accepted that
they looted motorcycles from
different districts. Based on the

statement of the duo, the
Jagatpur cops went to Binjhar
and recovered 35 bikes from
different places.
Also, three more persons
Ratikant Pradhan, Prashant
Samal, Munna alias Pratap
Sethi were arrested.
The five looters used to
keep the vehicles at one place
in Binjhar and sell them to suitable customers at Rs 4,0005,000 each.
Investigations are on to
find the complicity of others in
the case, he added.
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he India Office and international headquarter of the
T
Essar Systems and e-gurukul
education would be inaugurated at N 1/115, IRC Village,
Nayapalli, here on Sunday at 11
am.State Assembly Speaker
Surjya Narayan Patro and
Electronics and IT and Sports
and Youth Services Minister

Tusharkanti Behera have consented to grace occasion as
guests.Gurukul online education
intends to provide free learning
of Odia language and curriculum
to students across the globe,
opined CMD Er Meenaketan
Biswal. Inauguration ceremony
co-host and founder of Vande
Utkal Foundation Kishore
Dwibedi sought cooperation
from all concerned.
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unjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on
P
Saturday said the strange and
senseless recent remarks of
Sukhbir Singh Badal showed
that the Akali leader had completely lost the political narrative, causing him to fumble for
words and desperate to find a
way out of the pathetic situation in which his party finds
itself over the farmers’ issue.
The Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) chief seemed to have
been jolted into desperation by
the entire Farm Laws saga,
which had completely exposed
the double standards of the
Akalis, said the Chief Minister,
adding that Sukhbir clearly
had no idea what he was talking about.
Capt Amarinder was reacting to Sukhbir’s remarks on the
easing of `Rail Roko’ by the

Kisan Unions and his suggestion that the state government
should have taken SAD’s advice
before coming out with the
amendment Bills in the Vidhan
Sabha.
Sukhbir has accused the
Chief Minister of colluding
with the Centre to get the
blockade of the farmers lifted.
Ridiculing Sukhbir’s suggestion on going to Akalis for
advice, the Chief Minister
quipped that “it seems the
NDA government at the Centre
had taken the advice of their
then allies, the Akalis, in the
matter of the anti-farmer, antifederal and anti-Constitutional
farm laws.”
That would explain why
they messed it up so badly and
took the unilateral decision to
impose laws that are clearly
designed to ruin the farmers,
he added.
Terming the Akali presi-

dent’s allegation of collusion
between him and the BJP as
ludicrous, Capt Amarinder said
Sukhbir appears to be in a state
of mental despair and denial,
which is leading him to make
such nonsensical remarks.
“Does Sukhbir really believe
that I would lead my party to
political suicide with such an
act?” asked the Chief Minister.
The only rational explanation for such preposterous
comments would be that the
SAD leader had lost all sense of
proportion out of sheer desperation at his and his party’s
political oblivion, which was no
longer a distant possibility but
a concrete fact, he added.
The Chief Minister also
mocked Sukhbir over the latter’s demand for him to “come
clean” on the subject of the state
amendment Bills, aimed at
negating the devastating effect
of the central laws on the
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Himachal CM
tells officials
imachal Chief Minister
Jai Ram Thakur on
H
Saturday directed the officers

Saturday and the foundation
stone for Patiala to be laid on
Sunday.
The government was also
close to allocating work for
cleaning of “Budha Nullah” in
Ludhiana, with the operations
expected to commence in a
month’s time, he added. Noting
that around 40 percent of
Punjab’s population lives in
cities, which are generally
regarded as engines of growth,
Singh said the projects were in
line with the various steps
being taken by his government for the welfare of people
residing in the cities.
Pointing out that water
supply and sewerage works
are already in progress, at a
total cost of C4,000 crore, in
many towns of Punjab, he said
that of 103 towns, water supply

works had been completed in
49 towns and works in remaining towns would be completed
by next year.
For sewerage facilities, of
116 towns, works had been
completed in 51 towns, and
would be completed next year
in the remaining.
The chief minister also
announced a one-time settlement (OTS) scheme for pending
VAT (value added tax) assessments to promote economic
activity in urban areas.
He said the department of
excise and taxation would soon
notify the scheme, which his
government had decided to initiate in view of the concern of
businesses that issues related to
their VAT assessments and
grievances had not been
redressed speedily.

of
the Public Works
Department to ensure time
bound completion of all ongoing projects to avoid price
escalation.
Presiding over the review
meeting of the Department
held here, Thakur said the
Department must give top priority to the Chief Ministers’
announcements and those projects the foundation stones of
which have been laid. He said
that top priority must be laid
on those projects which were
nearing completion.
The Chief Minister said
that roads were a mirror of
development of any state as
people gauge the development
by the condition of the roads.
He said that stress must be laid
on construction of quality
roads, as compromise in quality would be viewed seriously.
He said that strict action
would be taken against the
erring officers and contractors,
responsible for poor quality of
roads and bridges, besides
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rashing Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) senior leadership’s attack on his Government
as well as the Gandhis over the
Hoshiarpur rape-murder case,
Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on Saturday
termed the remarks of Union
Ministers Nirmala Sitharaman
and Prakash Javadekar as political puffery, with no substance
or basis to support their criticism.
The BJP attacked the
Congress on Saturday over
alleged rape and killing of a sixyear-old girl in Hoshiarpur, as
it asked opposition party leaders Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra why had they
not paid a visit to the family of
the victim yet. Capt Amarinder
said contrary to what these
leaders were claiming, there
was no comparison between
the Hoshiarpur and the
Hathras case.
He pointed out that in the
Hathras case, the Uttar Pradesh
government and police not
only failed to initiate stern

T

action but in fact was seemingly trying to cover up the
matter to benefit the uppercaste accused. This, he said, was
in sharp contrast to the prompt
action taken by the Punjab
Police, who immediately arrested the accused and is now
preparing to file the challan
within a week.
In a statement, the CM said
he himself had directed the
director general of police to
ensure that the case is fasttracked by the courts to ensure
strict and exemplary action
for the accused.
He ridiculed the BJP leaders' criticism of the so-called
silence of the Congress leadership on the Hoshiarpur case.
The CM said his party had
been forced to speak up and
protest in the Hathras case
because the state had
â œfailedâ to get justice for
the Dalit girl there.
"Had the BJP government
in UP responded as effectively and speedily as we did in
Punjab, neither the Congress
and the Gandhis, nor scores of
NGOs, lawyers, human rights

activists would have been
forced to take to the streets to
fight for the victim," he
added.
The selective politics and
selective outrage charge, which
Sitharaman made against
Rahul Gandhi and Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra, was, in fact,
completely apt for the BJP,
Capt Amarinder said.
No BJP leader had uttered
a word in protest against the
acts of omission and commission of the UP government and
police in the Hathras case,
when the entire nation was in
angry uproar, he said, slamming the party over its "politically motivated" reaction to the
Hoshiarpur incident.
The Chief Minister
expressed shock at Sitharaman’s
and Javadekar’s remark of ‘picnic tour’ by the Gandhis and
other Congress MPs in
Hathras, saying it reflected the
grossness of the BJP’s anti-Dalit
and anti-woman mindset.
The Gandhis faced lathis at
the hands of the brutal UP
Police in Hathras, they walked
miles in their attempts to reach

them useless.
What his government had
done with these Bills despite
the risks and dangers involved
was many times more than
what the SAD had done as part
of NDA’s Union Government
in six years, quipped the Chief
Minister. He added that this
was probably the reason for
Sukhbir getting so flustered and
frustrated, and causing the
Akali leader to lie even more
brazenly and shamelessly than
he usually does.
SUKHBIR BADAL POSES
FOUR QUESTIONS TO CM
Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) President Sukhbir Singh
Badal on Saturday put four
questions to chief minister
Capt Amarinder Singh including a challenge to tell if had
annulled the central agri-marketing laws and when the new
Bills passed in the Vidhan

Sabha would come into being.
These two queries, which
are part of the four question set,
also ask the chief minister to
tell farmers if the Bills moved
by him in the Vidhan Sabha
had made msp a statutory
right of farmers. The fourth
and final question asks the chief
minister to tell if he had guaranteed government purchase of
all 24 crops falling under the
MSP regime.
Stating that these four
questions were being asked by
everyone, Badal asked the chief
minister not to play games
with people of Punjab in league
with the centre. “You know
your Bills will not be approved
by the central government.
You have not even annulled the
amended APMC Act of 2017
which is a copy of the central
Agri Acts. We know you have
no straight answers but still we
give you fifteen days to tell

out to the victim’s family, who
cried on the shoulders of the
brother-sister duo, he pointed
out. If the BJP had made even
an iota of this effort to pressurise the UP government into
ensuring justice for the family
in Hathras, the Congress would
not have been forced to take on
the responsibility of doing so,
he added.
Capt Amarinder further
pointed out that unlike the
Hoshiarpur incident, the
Hathras case, and the subsequent developments including
the middle-of-the-night burning of the victim’s body, were a
part of the chain of atrocities
being committed against Dalits
in UP under the BJP rule.
Independent data endorses that crimes against
Dalits/SCs in UP are continuously rising, with nobody to
offer succour to the victims,
who are living under a blanket
of fear, he said. Dalits are fleeing UP, while in Punjab, which
accounts for the country’s
largest SC population, they
feel safe and cared for, he
added.

unnecessary delay in the
works.
While congratulating the
Public Works Department for
securing second position at
National level for successful
implementation of Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojna
(PMGSY) in the State, Chief
Minister said that this programme funded by Centre
government had proved a
boon to connect habitations
having population of more
than 250 in the state.
He said that Mandi district
has bagged top position in the
country among all 30 top districts of the country, as many
as seven districts of the State
were amongst the top thirty
districts in achieving maximum length under PMGSY
during the year 2020-21. He
said that this has been possible due to the hard work of the
department and their focused
approach.
Thakur expressed concern
over the delay in allocation of
various projects for execution
and directed the officers of the
department to evolve mechanisms to reduce time for
awarding of works. He said
that works must be awarded
immediately and in case of any
problem the issue must be
brought to the knowledge of
the higher authorities. He said

that greater focus must be laid
on optimum use of IT and
modern technology in execution of the projects.
He
directed the NHAI authorities
for ensuring proper maintenance of various NHAI projects in the State and said that
the National Highways should
be maintained properly and
any laxity in this regard would
be viewed seriously. He said
that all the potholes along all
the National Highways must be
filled by 3rd of next month.He
said that as many as 219 projects have been sanctioned
under NABARD from 1st
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latest controversy in
19 regarding the
TheCOVID

such as Louis Pasteur, Robert
Koch, P. Ehrlich, Loeffler; the
who’s who amongst the founding fathers of modern medical
science in late nineteenth century.
They together produced
several research papers in the
diverse field of Bacterial
immunology. Behring specially worked towards curing the
curse of Diphtheria, Tetanus
and also controlling the menace of Tuberculosis in the later
part of his life.
These problems together
were responsible for milllions
of helpless deaths in those
days.Behring was born on 15th
March 1854 in Hansdorf (West
Prussia), now Poland, in a
large family of 13 siblings. His
father was a school teacher

the chief minister why he had
refused to guarantee government procurement and why he
did not take them into confidence before moving Bills
which concerned their future.
He said the chief minister’s lie
that he had consulted farmer
organizations had been caught
out already. “It is also known
that Capt Amarinder Singh
was forced to call the special
assembly session under pressure after having rejected the
demand earlier.
Now Punjabis want the
chief minister to come clean.
Give us straight answers to the
straight questions we have put
on behalf of the people. Don’t
try to obfuscate and confuse
the issue with foul mouthed
evasive replies. Give answers to
the people or else it will be
proven beyond doubt that you
backstabbed the annadaata”,
Badal added.

who had difficulty in supporting his family with meagre
income.
After studying medicine
with full scholarship in military medical school Behring
joined the armed forces so that
he could start supporting his
family. He spent most part of
his active life in Germany and
France where later on he would
get the chance to work at the
famous ‘Pasteur Institute ‘and
subsequently at Marburg
where he became professor of
infectious diseases.
In the year 1898 - 99, he
demonstrated that Diphtheria
culture, when separated from
bacilli completely, still contained pure toxins and that
these toxins were lethal. Such
toxins, when injected into

January, 2018 till date worth Rs
894.38 crore. Similarly 28 road
projects worth Rs 747.08 crore
have been sanctioned under
CRIF in the State during the
tenure of the present State
Government.
The CM said that HP State
Road Transformation Project
was also being implemented in
the State which was worth Rs
799.68 crore, adding that the
project was being implemented under three components,
which includes re-establishing
and operationalizing HPRIDC
and building resilience,
improving selected roads stim-

ulating States horticulture and
overall economic growth and
enhancing road safety.Thakur
said that for the first time
assessment has been done to
identify division wise roads, on
which snow clearance activities
need to be undertaken as and
when required.
He said that a dedicated
human resource deployment
roster was being formulated
which would coordinate with
disaster management authorities of respective districts at
divisional, district and sub
divisional level in event of
such requirement
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hief Minister Hemant
Soren today said in
C
Dumka that the State government has decided to change the
reservation percentage of ST,
SC and OBC communities in
the State.
The JMM executive president, who was on a two-day
election campaigning tour to
Dumka for the upcoming
bypoll said that his government has decided to give 27
per cent reservation to OBCs
in the State to, 28 per cent to
St community and 12 per cent
to SC community in the State.
The Chief Minister holding a press conference in
Dumka on Saturday said that
today thousands of daughters
of Jharkhand are working
forcibly in other states as bonded labourers.
“The situation of the girl
child victims of human trafficking is quite bad. In this way,
his government pioneered
their return home. Recently,
such girls working in Tamil
Nadu were brought back
home. Where they used to get

a salary of 7000 rupees, today
they are given jobs with salary
of Rs10,000 in their own State.
A work plan to provide jobs to
about 8000 to 10,000 girls has
been prepared and within the
next one month they will get
the jobs. Girls from Santhal
Pargana region are also among
such girls,” he said.
Targeting the BJP Soren
said that there should be a limit
to telling lies. “People change
parties, election symbols,
colour of flags etc but by
changing all these a person’s
though process also changes.
Our principal opposition
party BJP has fielded its candidates and some independent candidates are also contesting the polls in a planned
manner so that they could
distribute the votes by any
means,” he said. Hemant
sharply reacted to former CM
Babulal Marandi's statement in
which he said why only a
Santhali tribals contest from
Santhal region.
He asked Marandi, “Does
the BJP want a Chhattisgarh
resident should contest elections from Santhal region?
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usefulness of plasma therapy
after ICMR - WHO disowned
it and the government of Delhi
insisted on its use, has brought
the issue back into focus.
It is a little known fact that
the knowledge that antibodies
present in the plasma of an
infected patient can be used as
a useful drug to combat and
cure the disease, had brought
the very first Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in the
year 1901.
This Nobel Prize went to
Emil Von Behring who is
regarded as the founder of
Plasma Therapy.
Behring belonged to an era
when modern scientific understanding of microbiology and
immunology was nascent. He
worked with all-time greats

Punjabis why you defrauded
them in this manner and why
you are hand in glove with the
centre in destroying their
future”.
Asserting that Capt
Amarinder Singh was pushing
Punjab into turmoil, the SAD
President said “the only solution was declaring the entire
State as one Mandi (principal
market yard) which would
have automatically negated
implementation of the central
Agri Acts in Punjab. But you
did not take this suggestion
because you did not have any
intention of securing the rights
of Punjabis. You chose to enter
into a deal with Delhi and
passed wishy-washy Bills with
the sole intention of sabotaging
the ongoing farmer agitation
and getting the ‘rail roko’ agitation lifted”.
Badal also requested
farmer organizations to ask
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unjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on
P
Saturday virtually launched

phase two of the C11,000 crore
Urban
Environment
Improvement Programme
(UEIP) and expressed confidence that the scheme, of
which C3,000 crore worth had
been completed in the first
phase, would help the state
make significant improvement
in the infrastructure of the
cities and lives of people.
The programme would
enable the development of stateof-the-art urban infrastructure
and efficient service delivery
systems to the urban population
of Punjab, thus making urbanisation impactful, he said.
Connected digitally to over
45,000 people at 940 locations,
the chief minister pointed out
that the state government had
succeeded in securing finances
for these projects, amid the
Covid-19 pandemic, despite
the acute financial crunch.
Among the key projects,
the CM cited canal-based water
supply in the four big cities of
Amritsar, Jalandhar, Ludhiana
and Patiala, with work in
Jalandhar being launched on

farming community. “On the
one hand you complain when
I tell the legislators frankly in
the House that the
Governor/President may or
may not give consent to the
Bills, and on the other you say
I’m not being honest,” he
remarked, asking the SAD
chief to make up his mind on
where he and his party stand.
“The farmers are sick and
tired of your games,” Capt
Amarinder told Sukhbir,
adding that it was SAD which
was feeling the heat of the
farming community – the reason why they are running
around in circles on the
Centre’s laws and the State’s
Bills. He reiterated his demand
for the Akalis to explain to the
people why they backed the
central legislations if these
were anti-farmer and whey
they backed the state’s Bills in
the Vidhan Sabha if they found

animals (initially guinea pigs
and later on horses) produced
copious antitoxins.
When plasma containing
such antitoxins was transfused
into diseased animals, and
later on in human beings, it
controlled and cured the certain fatal disease.
This instantly brought
Behring huge fame and recognition and consequently the
very inaugural Nobel Prize
was awarded to him in the year
1901 by Nobel foundation.
Later on, with F. Wernicke,
he established that lasting
immunity to diphtheria could
be produced for prophylaxis by
injecting the toxin-anti-toxin
mixture producing antibodies
which could neutralise the
lethal bacterial toxins and anti-

gens, eventually leading to
final banishment of diphtheria
from the scourges of mankind.
I don’t think the last word
on the usefulness of plasma
therapy has been pronounced
as yet. The fact that monoclonal antibodies based on the
same basic principle, made of
specific clones against COVID
antigens recently produced by
REGENERON and used for
American President Trump’s
successful treatment vindicates its basic premise!
The Author is Currently
Professor of medicine at
Manipal Tata Medical College
and Formerly Professor and
Head, Department of Medicine
at Rajendra Institute of
Medical Sciences, Ranchi,
Jharkhand.

People of the state have seen
that when a person of
Chhattisgarh got power and
looted Jharkhand.”
Hemant said that in these
bye-elections, the BJP has also
kept some people as independents in a planned manner so
that votes can be scattered. He
said that when you ask such a
candidate, he will tell that he
has been raised in a planned
manner.
Several Congress leaders,
including Agriculture Minister
Badal, Mahagama MLA
Deepika Pandey Singh,
Jamtara MLA Irfan Ansari,
Boriyo MLA Lobin Hebram
among others were present.
The JMM executive president attacked State BJP leaders. Not taking anyone's name,
the Chief Minister said that
today many BJP veterans, middle and small leaders are roaming in the by-elections.
There are some Union
ministers, some State level big
leaders and some national level
biggies leaders too. “Babulal
Marandi, who has contested
elections from different regions
of the State, is the star cam-
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paigner of BJP in the bye-election. A few months ago,
Babulal, who used to put BJP
government in the dock, is
seeking votes for the BJP,” he
said.Hemant said Babulal
should tell what he thinks
about the CNT-SPT Act.
“What does he think about
the loot in the Momentum
Jharkhand event? What does
he think about the tribal-Dalits
jailed in small cases? What
does he think about those
whom the previous government declared as Naxalites in
the name of getting jobs in a
fake way? What is his opinion
on scams? What is his opinion
on the arrest of Stan Swamy?”
he asked.
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Interestingly, Bhubaneswar
reported 182 cases while the
rest of just one was from
Khordha district.
Of the city’s new cases, 138
were local contacts and 44
quarantine cases, the
Bhubaneswar Municipal
Corporation (BMC) said. On
Friday, 189 positive cases had
been reported in the city.
The Saturday’s local contacts included 11 cases in
Nayapalli, nine in Patia, seven
each in Patrapada, Unit-8 and

Niladri Vihar, six each in
Dumduma and Jharpada and
four each in Acharya Vihar,
Shyampur, Tankapani Road,
Jayadev
Vihar
and
Chandrasekharpur.
The quarantine cases
included four each from Pahala
and Unit-1 and three from
Old Town. Meanwhile, two
more persons succumbed to
the disease on the day, increasing the death toll to 150.
However, 276 persons
recovered on the day, taking the
total recoveries to 25,895.
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and the ongoing stand-off at
the Line of Actual Control
(LAC)in Ladakh, will figure
prominently during the 2+2
dialogue here next week.
Given the growing profile
of the 2+2 grouping and seriousness of the situation at the
LAC, the foreign and defence
ministers of the two countries
will hold intense talks during
the two-day conference beginning Monday.
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh and External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar will have
extensive discussions on the
entire range of strategic and
defence ties with their counterparts Mark Esper and Mike
Pompeo.
The visiting ministers will
also call on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and National
Security Advisor(NSA)Ajit
Doval. Incidentally, the dialogue takes place days before
Presidential elections in the US
in early November. This will be
the third edition of the annual dialogue. The last one was
held in the US.

While the two sides will
review the whole range of bilateral ties, the ministers will also
discuss the growing aggressive
stance and expansionist behaviour of China on the LAC and
the South China Sea.
Beijing is also against the
Quad formation and not in
favour of Australian Navy joining the Malabar series of exercise. India, last week, however, brushed aside China’s objection and invited Australia to
take part in the annual exercise
in late November in the Bay of
Bengal and the Arabian Sea. In
all four countries including
India, US, Japan and Australia
will take part in the exercise.
The two countries are likely to ink the Basic Exchange
and
Cooperation
Agreement(BECA). It will facilitate sharing of classified satellite and sensor data. Officials
from both the sides are now
fine tuning the final format of
the proposed pact.
Meanwhile, a senior
Trump administration official
said in Washington on Friday
the US is closely monitoring
the border row between India

and China and does not want
the situation to escalate.
The official told the
reporters during a conference
call on Friday, ahead of the next
week’s
2+2
India-US
Ministerial in New Delhi, that
the Trump administration was
providing support to India
through defence sales, joint
military exercises and information sharing.
“We as a Government are
covering the situation in the
Himalayas closely, and understandably. We certainly want
to ensure that the situation
doesn’t escalate,” the official
said. “These are all areas
where we cooperate with the
Indians on, and not just as it
relates to the tensions in the
Himalayas,” the official said.
In response to a question,
the official, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity, said
the US was having an ongoing
dialogue with India about
increased cooperation in
Southeast Asia, and not simply about the South China Sea.
“And we encourage their
involvement. That cuts across
development investments, it
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acing criticism over the
Hathras rape and murder
F
case, the BJP on Saturday
returned fire by attacking the
Congress and its leadership
for its silence over the rape and
murder of a 6-year-old child of
a Dalit migrant labourer from
Bihar at Hoshiarpur in Punjab.
Union Finance Minister
and senior BJP leader Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday hit
out at Congress’s “double-standards” and the “silence” of the
“brother-sister (Rahul Gandhi
and Priyanka Gandhi)” on the
incident in their party-ruled
State and asked why there was
“no picnic on this”.
She also sought to know
why RJD’s “Yadav-brothers
(Tejashwi and Tej Pratap)” in
the poll-bound Bihar were
“chup” on the issue. Sitharaman
herself went on to explain the
“silence” of the Yadav brothers
as she quoted media reports in
2008 saying the duo was themselves accused of “chhedchhad” (molestation) in New
Delhi.
The BJP leader condemned
the Congress for suppressing
“freedom of expression” by its
Maharashtra government and
imposing emergency-like situations and asked the left and

cuts across security cooperation, and then it also involves
presence. So, we welcome
greater Indian participation in
Southeast Asia across all three
of those areas,” said the official.
The senior official’s
remarks came in the midst of
a growing global concern over
China’s expansionist behav-

iour. The evolving situation in
the Indo-Pacific region in the
wake of China’s increasing
military muscle-flexing has
become a major talking point
among leading global powers.
The US has been favouring
making Quad a security architecture to check China’s growing assertiveness.

Home Minister G
Kishan Reddy on Saturday
Jsaidunior
the ITBP has broken the
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hina’s aggressive moves in
C
theatres across the world,
including the South China Sea

myth that some countries have
powerful armies, in an oblique
reference to China that is at the
core of the ongoing standoff in
eastern Ladakh.
The Minister of State for
Home was addressing the
troops of the mountain warfare-trained border force on its
59th Raising Day at the paramilitary’s facility in neighbouring Greater Noida.
Without taking names, the
minister said while India
believes in the philosophy of
“vasudhaiva kutumbakam” or
the world is one family, the culture of the country teaches it to
worship both “shastra and
astra” (sacred scriptures and
weapons at the same time).
“This has taught us that
the enemy can raise its head
anytime, anywhere and we
should be fully prepared to face
any possibility. The ITBP is an
important pillar of that preparedness of the country,”

enemy, you ensure the country’s economic development,”
he further said.
The minister asserted that
the government is “determined” to strengthen and
“modernise” the Force and
announced certain sanctions
given to it recently.
“I am happy to inform that
the ITBP has been given the
approval by the Ministry of
Home Affairs to establish 47
border posts, uniform special
clothing and mountaineering
equipment for high-altitude
locations, latest weapons are
being provided and work is on
to prepare priority border
roads for the Force,” he said.
The minister said the
9d]X^a7^\T<X]XbcTa6:XbWP]ATSShPSSaTbbTb8C1?U^aRT^]Xcb$(cWAPXbX]V3PhPc_PaP\X[XcPah´bUPRX[XchX]6aTPcTa=^XSP
0VT]Rh Centre had approved a budget
of Rs 7,223 crore for the Force
Reddy asserted.
valour and dedication, he said. gave a befitting reply to the for financial year 2019-20.
“I assure you that there will
The ITBP is the designat- Chinese PLA troops during a
“The armies of some countries had a myth that they were ed force to secure the 3,488-km violent clash between the two be no dearth of funds for the
ITBP,” he added.
among the powerful armies of Line of Actual Control (LAC) sides on June 15-16.
ITBP Director General
“India is surrounded by a
the world, but during the on the Indo-China frontier
developments in the past few that runs from Ladakh to hostile neighbourhood and (DG) SS Deswal also spoke at
months, the ITBP has broken Arunachal Pradesh in the our enemy, time and again, the event and lauded the bravputs obstacles to stop our eco- ery displayed by the troops
Northeast.
that myth,” he added.
Earlier, the ITBP had said nomic development. When recently in Ladakh under “very
The country and its citizens are proud of the ITBP’s it “fought the whole night” and you defeat these designs of the challenging circumstances”.

the extreme-left of “tukdetukde-gang” to comment as to
who was restricting the media
in the country.
Addressing a press conference here in the BJP headquarters, the Union Finance
Minister alleged that the
Congress is silent when it is
about voicing horrors from
States ruled by them.
“A 6-year-old child of a
Dalit migrant labourer from
Bihar is raped, killed and
body
half-burnt
in
Hoshiarpur (Punjab) and it
doesn’t shake the conscience
of the brother and sister who
rush to every other place
which can help them politically,” she said.
She further attacked the
Congress leadership saying,”Not a word from the
tweet-friendly leader Shri
Rahul Gandhi. No tweets on
this (Hoshiarpur rape incident), no outrage on this, and
no picnic on this. A woman
(Sonia Gandhi) heads the
party. Does this kind of selective outrage suit the stature of
their party?’
She questioned why RJD
leader Tejashwi and his brother were silent on the issue
when their alliance partner
Congress was running the
state of Punjab.

“Are you not answerable
to that family in Punjab,” she
asked the Yadavs, sons of former Bihar Chief Minister Lalu
Prasad, currently in Jail .
Union Information and
Broadcasting
Minister
Prakash Javadekar also
attacked the Congress saying,
“We demand strict action
against the culprits.
Instead of going on political tours, Rahul Gandhi
should visit Tanda (Punjab)
and Rajasthan to take cognisance of incidents of crime
against women.”
In the same vein, he too
targeted RJD leader Tejashawi
and said: “Tejashwi Yadav is
sharing the stage and campaigning with the people who
are committing atrocities on
Bihar’s daughter. How will it
go?”
Sitharaman condemned
the Congress and the RJD
while herself maintaining that
rape “should not be politicised” and all political parties
should do their best to mitigate the situation.
When asked about the
promise to provide Covid-19
vaccines free in Bihar, she justified her party’s manifesto
and said health is a state subject and the party has every
right to make such a statement
in the manifesto.
Answering a question on
cases filed by Maharashtra
Government, the finance minister said freedom is in danger
wherever Congress is in governance. She said the Prime
Minister and Home Minister
were abused regularly but no
action was taken against them
(by us) but now the liberal
diaspora has refused to speak
on what is happening in
Maharashtra, she said.

China is engaged in hotly
contested territorial disputes in
the South and East China
Seas. Beijing has also made
substantial progress in militarising its man-made islands
in the past few years.
Beijing claims sovereignty over all of the South China
Sea. But Vietnam, Malaysia,

s the world marks the
World Polio Day on
A
Saturday, the World Health
Organization (WHO) and
UNICEF are urging nations to
stay vigilant in the fight against
poliomyelitis (polio) and bolster vaccination services amid
the Covid-19 pandemic.
India was declared poliofree (wild polio virus) in March
2014. This was a huge accomplishment as India was considered one of the most challenging countries. Though
polio still exists in neighbouring underdeveloped nations
like Pakistan and Afghanistan,
the instances have decreased by
over 99% in comparison with
the 1980s,
Polio is a crippling and
sometimes fatal disease with
no cure. However, there are
safe and effective vaccines and
infection of polio can be pre-

vented through immunization.
Eradication of polio is based on
preventing infection by immunizing every child until transmission stops and the country,
region, and world is polio-free.
Thanks to these vaccination
efforts, cases of polio have
been reduced by about 99%
over the past decade.
However, since March
2020, the pandemic has disrupted life-saving immunisation endeavours around the

world, putting millions of children at risk of diseases like
polio, diphtheria, and measles.
The disruption of such
routine immunisation services
may be unprecedented since
the inception of the expanded
programme on immunisation
(EPI) in the 1970s, in both government and private sectors.
In order to successfully
eradicate polio, experts said
that parents should get their
child immunised with OPV

Although the US lays no
claims to the disputed waters,
it has challenged China’s
growing territorial claims in
the South China Sea by
deploying warships and fighter jets to assert freedom of
navigation and overflight
patrols in the strategically
vital region.
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi on Saturday said his
Government is taking initia-
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bout 31 per cent surveyed adolescents battled
A
extreme anxiety in the past
few months worrying about
the impact of coronavirus
pandemic on their family’s
financial status, according to
a survey of over 7,300 adolescents from four states of
Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh,
Bihar and Odisha
The survey on ‘What do
the Adolescents have to say?
COVID-19 and its Impact’ by
NGO Centre for Catalysing
Change was conducted in
two rounds in the months of
April, July and August.
Out of the 7,324 adolescents surveyed, 31 per cent
admitted to battling extreme
anxiety worrying about the
pandemic’s impact on their
family’s financial status.
The survey also found
that adolescent girls faced
significant gender discrimination in these months due to
the pandemic.
“Only 12 per cent of surveyed adolescent girls had
access to their own mobile
phones to be able to attend
online classes, while 35 per
cent boys had access to their

own mobile phones,” the survey found.
“Further, 51 per cent of
the adolescent girls surveyed
lacked access to essential
textbooks in comparison to
boys, highlighting how the
pandemic had jeopardized
girls’ access to education,” it
said.
About 39 per cent of the
girls were found to be contributing to housework as
opposed to the number of
boys at 35 per cent, it said.
Under the survey, the
adolescent girls also stated
how their mobility has been
curbed, with only 39 per cent
girls saying they were allowed
to go out alone in comparison
to 62 per cent boys of the
same age who were allowed
to go out alone.
“At the same time, only 36
per cent adolescents knew the
correct helpline numbers,
while awareness about the use
of the helplines was even
lower. Only 18 per cent was
aware that the helplines could
be used in reporting domestic violence and only 22-23
per cent knew that it could be
used in reporting child labour
and child trafficking cases,” it
added.

tives to strengthen the agriculture sector in the country so
that farmers do not have to face
any trouble.
His statement comes amid
opposition to the new farm
laws by farmers’ groups and
political parties.
Modi was speaking after
inaugurating three projects in
Gujarat- one each related to
agriculture, healthcare and
tourism development- via
video conference from New
Delhi.
“In order to double the
farmers’ income and to reduce
the production cost and their
troubles, we will have to
increase our efforts with the
changing times,” he said.
“Whether granting freedom to farmers to sell their
produce anywhere in the country or creating thousands of

and IPV and also continue to
get the vaccine administered
during government polio drives. Both vaccines are very safe
and their use should be continued. The government
should have campaigns to
strengthen the immunisation
drive.
The World Health
Organization and UNICEF in
July 2020 had warned of an
alarming decline in the number of children receiving lifesaving vaccines around the
world due to disruptions in the
delivery and uptake of immunization services caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to new data by
the two UN bodies, these disruptions threaten to reverse
hard-won progress to reach
more children and adolescents
with a wider range of vaccines,
which has already been hampered by a decade of stalling
coverage.
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ndia’s COVID-19 tally
climbed to 78.14 lakh with
I53,370
fresh cases in a day,
while 70,16,046 people have so
far recuperated pushing the
national recovery rate to 89.78
per cent on Saturday, the Union
health ministry said.
The total number of coronavirus cases mounted to
78,14,682 and the death toll to
1,17,956, with the novel coronavirus virus claiming 650 lives in
a span of 24 hours in the country, the ministry data updated at
8 am on Saturday showed.
The COVID-19 case fatality rate has further declined to

farmer producer organisations,
whether completing stalled
irrigation projects or improving crop insurance scheme or
100 per cent neem-coating of
urea or soil health card...The
aim is to strengthen the agriculture sector so that farmers
do not have trouble in farming.
Initiatives like these are being
taken continuously for it,” he
said.
He launched the state government’s Kisan Suryoday
Yojana (KSY) aimed at providing day-time electricity to
the farmers in the state for irrigation and farming purposes.
The PM also inaugurated
Paediatric Heart Hospital at the
U N Mehta Institute of
Cardiology and Research
Centre in Ahmedabad, developed at a cost of Rs 470 crore
by the state’s health and family welfare department.
Besides, he launched the
recently-completed ropeway
project on Mount Girnar, a
major tourist and pilgrim site
near Junagadh city in the state.

The 2.3-km long ropeway is
being touted as the longest
temple ropeway in Asia.
Modi held the opposition
responsible for the delay in
completion of the Girnar ropeway project.
The project was proposed
in 1983, and was delayed due
to various reasons, most importantly due to the environmental concerns, before the UPA
government granted it conditional approval in 2011.
“Had they not created hurdles in the Girnar ropeway project, it would not have got
stalled for so many years.
People and tourists should
have got its benefit a long
back,” he said.
“As a nation, we all should
think of the loss caused to the
people and the country when
such projects (Girnar ropeway) of public importance are
stalled for a long time,” he said,
adding that the new project will
facilitate the pilgrims and
tourists, and create job opportunities.
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the Philippines, Brunei and
Taiwan have counterclaims.
In the East China Sea, China
has territorial disputes with
Japan.
The South China Sea and
the East China Sea are stated
to be rich in minerals, oil, and
other natural resources. They
are also vital to global trade.

1.51 per cent.
There are 6,80,680 active
cases of coronavirus infection in
the country which comprises
8.71 per cent of the total caseload, the ministry data said.
According to ICMR, a
cumulative total of 10,13,82,564
samples have been tested up to
October 23, with 12,69,479 samples tested on Friday.
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he Centre on Saturday set
up a high-level committee
T
headed by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to commemorate the 400th birth anniversary
of Shri Guru Tegh Bahadur.
The mandate of the 70member committee includes
approval of policies, plans, programmes and supervision and
guiding the commemoration,
besides deciding broad dates for
detailed programmes of celebration.
The members of the committee include former prime
minister Manmohan Singh,
Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla,
Union ministers Rajnath Singh,
Amit Shah, Nitin Gadkari,
Nirmala Sitharaman, Hardeep

Singh Puri, Punjab Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh,
chief ministers of Haryana,
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, West
Bengal,
Tamil
Nadu,
Maharashtra, Uttarakhand,
Himachal Pradesh, Odisha and
Rajasthan.
Other members include
Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad, Akali Dal leaders Parkash
Singh Badal, Sukhbir Singh
Badal, SGPC president Gobind
Singh Longowal, former chief of
Indian Army J J Singh, former
chief of Indian Air Force
Birender Singh Dhanoa, and
sportspersons Milkha Singh
and Harbhajan Singh.
Union Home Secretary
Ajay Kumar Bhalla will be the
member secretary of the highlevel committee.
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New Delhi: The government
on Saturday extended the deadline for furnishing GST annual returns for FY 2018-19 by
two months till December 31.
The government had last
month extended the last date
for filing GST annual return
and audit report for the 201819 fiscal by a month till
October 31, 2020.
In a statement, the Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and
Customs (CBIC) said the government has been receiving a
number of representations
regarding need to extend due
date for filing Annual Return

(Form
GSTR-9)
and
Reconciliation Statement
(Form GSTR-9C) for FY 201819.
The representations have
been made on the grounds that
due to the COVID-19 pandemic related lockdown and
restrictions, normal business
operations have still not been
possible in several parts of the
country, it said.
The statement said it has
been requested that the due
dates for the same be extended beyond October 31, 2020 to
enable the businesses and auditors to comply in this regard.

"In view of the same, on the
recommendations of the GST

Council, it has been decided to
extend the due date for filing
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New Delhi: After registering
record sales in the seven-day
period to kick off the festive
season after pandemic-induced
lockdowns, ecommerce marketplaces like Amazon and
Flipkart have announced the
second round of online sales to
keep up the momentum.
Amazon on Saturday
announced ï¿½Happiness
Upgrade Days' where customers will get special offers on
a wide range of products across
categories from top brands till
October 28.
The e-commerce platform
is offering up to 40 per cent off
on latest smartphones from top
brands, 65 per cent off on
large appliances and TVs and
Up to 80 per cent off on
Amazon fashion and home
and kitchen products.
The sale brings over 6,000
deals on consumer electronics
and accessories, up to Rs 30,000
off on laptops, up to 75 per cent
off on headphones and up to 60
per cent off on camera devices,
the company said in a statement.
"The customers can save
big with a 10 per cent instant

bank discount on Axis Bank,
Citibank and ICICI Bank credit and debit cards and EMI
transactions.
They can get 5 per cent
instant discount plus up to 5
per cent reward points with
Amazon Pay ICICI Bank credit card.
Flipkart has also started
Dussehra sale from October 22
till October 28 and after that,
the ecommerce platform will
begin the ï¿½Big Diwali Sale'.
According to industry
reports, the seven-day sales likely witnessed over $4.8 billion
(nearly Rs 35,273 crore) in sales.
According to Bengalurubased market research firm
RedSeer, $3.1 billion (about Rs
22,000 crore) of goods were sold
online from brands and sellers
in the first four-and-a-half days
of the online sales event that
started from October 15.
Online retailers are expected to generate approximately
$6.5 billion (Rs 47,751 crore) in
sales during the festive month
(October 15-November 15),
with around 5.5-6 crore online
buyers participating, according
to a Forrester report. IANS
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New Delhi: The pump prices
of auto fuels petrol and diesel
remained unchanged on
Saturday as softer global crude
and product prices prevented oil
marketing companies from carrying out any revision in prices.
With this, Petrol prices
have now been unchanged for
32 days at a stretch while diesel
prices were the same for the 22
consecutive days.
Price of petrol in the

national capital stood at Rs
81.06 per litre. In Mumbai,
Chennai and Kolkata, the fuel
was sold for Rs 87.74, Rs 84.14
and Rs 82.59 per litre, respectively. Diesel prices in Delhi,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata
continues to be at Rs 70.46, Rs
76.86, Rs 75.95 and Rs 73.99,
respectively.
Oil sector experts said that
with global oil prices under
pressure from slowing demand
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in the second wave of Covid19 pandemic sweeping several
western countries, crude price
could fall in coming days. If this
holds on for a week or so, there
could be positive gains for

auto fuel consumers in India by
way of a fall in retail price of
petrol and diesel.
Global crude prices are
holding close to $42 a barrel
now. It has been hovering
between $40-42 a barrel for
over a month now. But with
lower oil demand and rising
inventory, there is fear among
oil producing companies that
crude prices may start falling
again.
IANS

Annual Return
(Form GSTR9/GSTR-9A)
a
n
d
Reconciliation
Statement
(FORM GSTR9C)
for
Financial Year
2018-19 from
October 31,
2020
to
December 31,
2020,"
the
CBIC said.
GSTR 9 is
an annual return to be filed
yearly by taxpayers registered

under the Goods and Services
Tax (GST). It consists of details
regarding the outward and
inward supplies made or
received under different tax
heads. GSTR-9C is a statement of reconciliation between
GSTR-9 and the audited annual financial statement.
Furnishing of the annual
return is mandatory only for
taxpayers with aggregate annual turnover of above Rs 2 crore
while reconciliation statement
is to be furnished only by the
registered persons having
aggregate turnover above Rs 5
crore.
PTI
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New Delhi: The Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code (IBC)
has not only strengthened the
banking system by helping
them resolve outstanding debt
piled over years but has also
come as a big booster of confidence of national and foreign
investors in the Indian economy, a senior SBI official said on
Saturday.
In his address as the Guest
of Honour in the inaugural session of the international conference (online) on "Insolvency
Resolution Paradigm: Global
Headwinds and Responses",
State Bank of India's Managing
Director, Commercial Clients
Groups, Arijit Basu, said that
earlier banks only had "loan
structuring" option which used
to take five to six years.
"Now, the IBC has provided equal opportunity to corporate sector and banks. It has
changed the relationship
between borrowers and creditors and provided a mechanism
of insolvency.
"Unsustainable debt is a
symptom of fundamental
issues in the 'business model' of
the concerned company. In
case if you don't have a viable
resolution plan, we (banks)
have a viable resolution plan
under IBC," he said.
However, Basu expressed
satisfaction that the big corporate houses in India have efficiently managed their cash
flow during Covid-19.
The event was organised by
the Indian Institute of
Insolvency Professionals of
ICAI (IIIPI).
In his address, Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) President Atul Kumar
Gupta highlighted the role of
CAs being played in IBC
ecosystem as insolvency professionals (IPs).
"About 62 per cent of insolvency professionals are CAs.
Besides, IBC has opened several new opportunities for CAs
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in the form of valuer, liquidator, technical experts in the
NCLT, the NCLAT, high courts,
and also the Supreme Court,
and also various kinds of advisory services," he said.
Gupta also appreciated the
initiatives of the Central government in helping businesses
to wade through the economic crisis caused by the Covid19 pandemic.
In the session titled
"Perspective on Global
Insolvency Regime", Joint
Secretary, Corporate Affairs,
Gyaneshwar Kumar Singh said:
"IBC has not only served corporates but livelihoods also. As
per estimates, the total value of
insolvency cases amount to
about Rs 5.63 lakh crore. If it
had undergone through liquidation, only about 7 per cent of
the money would have been
recovered. This would have
adversely impacted the Indian
economy."
"With IBC in place, there
will be no sick companies and
sick banks in the future".
In the same session, Paul
Bannister, Head (Policy),
Insolvency Service, UK, appreciated the response of India in
handling the economic crisis
caused by Covid-19.
"These are very difficult
times. We already have a worldclass insolvency regime but
we are developing further
against the context of crisis and
changing international context including Covid and UK's
exit from the European Union,"
he said.
IANS
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New Delhi: The All India Trade
Union Congress (AITUC) on
Saturday said the labour ministry's move to revise base year
for consumer price index for
industrial workers (CPI-IW) is
"suspicious". The AITUC further
siad that it is of the view that the
move will lead to "depression" in
dearness allowance (DA) paid to
workers. The labour ministry
has recently revised the base year
for CPI-IW to 2016 from 2001.
The retail inflation measured in terms of CPI-IW is the
single most important price statistics with financial implications.
The CPI-IW is primarily
used to regulate the dearness
allowance of government
employees and the workers in the
industrial sectors.
It is also used in the fixation
and revision of minimum wages
in scheduled employments
besides measuring the inflation
in retail prices. In a statement
issued on Saturday, the AITUC
said that "the Centre's move to
shift base year for calculating DA
is suspicious". The Labour
Bureau of the Ministry of Labour
sent out emails announcing revi-

sion of base year for calculating
CPI-IW from 2001 to 2016, on
October 22, 2020, it claimed.
This decision follows the
earlier pattern practiced by the
labour ministry: making a show
of consulting stakeholders at
the eleventh hour and then
completely ignoring the responses received, it alleged. The
entire lot of central trade unions
had opposed through a written,
signed communication, the recommendations of the Labour
Bureau point by point, only to
discover that they have simply
been brushed aside, the AITUC
said. The so-called consultations on labour codes, including
recommendations of the
Parliamentary Committee on
Labour, met the same fate, it
added. "Since the present decision of shifting the base year to
2016, linking factor of 2.88, proportions of items of household
expenditures, points of data collections, all are going to result in
depression of dearness allowance
payable to industrial workers, the
employers stand to gain that
much as their profits," it
opined.
PTI
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New Delhi: With weak
demand from the power sector
in the wake of Covid-19 disruptions, the country's largest
coal producer Coal India Ltd
shifted its attention to the nonpower sector to see around sixfold increase in the sales of the
dry fuel.
In the first half of the current fiscal (FY21), CIL's fuel
allocation under the exclusive
e-auction scheme for the nonpower sector rose close to six
times at 13.44 million tonnes as
against a mere 2.31 million
tonne during the same period
of previous year.
Lockdown in various parts
of the country and continuing
sluggish economic conditions
dried up demand for the dry
fuel pushing CIL to explore
new avenues for growth.
The government had earlier asked state-run power companies such as NTPC to reduce
coal imports needed for blending purpose and look more at
the domestic sources.
The CIL has also set up
various washeries to supply
good quality coal that could
replace imports.
IANS

New Delhi: India's healthy debt
to GDP ratio has created scope
for raising investment funding
for 'National Infrastructure
Pipeline' through borrowings
from overseas markets.
According to Sanjay
Aggarwal, President, PHD
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, although, early signs of
recovery are visible from the
recent data on economic and
business indicators, the need of
the hour is to put the policy
attention on refueling consumption demand in the country to regain the lost growth
momentum.
"Since the lockdown caused
by Covid-19 in the month of
March 2020, Government has
very well addressed the investors'
and the industry's sentiments,
the focus should now be on
fuelling consumption growth,
which is one of the key engines
of economic growth," Aggarwal
was quoted as saying in a PHD
Chamber statement.
"At this juncture, the next
stimulus package should prioritise demand creation measures
to attain a positive growth trajectory in the later quarters (Q3
/ Q4) of this financial year 202021."Besides, he said that demand
creation will have multiplier
effects on the other sectors of
economy including enhanced
production, increased investments and employment creation.
"The increased spending on
infrastructure will give a multiplier effect to rejuvenate the
aggregate demand in the economy and to mitigate the daunting impact of Covid-19 on the
economy," said Aggarwal. IANS
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Bengaluru: In a major victory for investors, the High Court
of Karnataka on Saturday
restrained Franklin Templeton
(FT) India's decision from
winding up its six debt schemes
without obtaining the consent
of unitholders.
Pronouncing the verdict in
petitions challenging the winding-up of six debt fund schemes
of FT, a division bench of
Chief Justice A.S. Oka and
Justice Justice Ashok S. Kinagi
directed that trustees should
not take any action on the
winding up of the six schemes
till a simple majority consent of
unit holders is obtained.
"We hold that no interference is called for in the decision
of trustees to winding up of the
said schemes. We hold and
declare that the decision of the
trustees to winding up the six
schemes cannot be implemented until consent from the
unitholders is obtained in
accordance with Sub Clause C
of Regulation 15.
Hence, we restrain the
trustees to take any further
steps based on the notice April
23, 2020 and May 28, 2020,
issued till the consent of the
unitholders is obtained. It will
open for trustees to obtain the
consent of unitholders and to
take further steps," the division
bench stated in its 330-page
order.
Market regulator SEBI
should have played a more
active role in the matter and it
failed in its duty towards taking prompt actions, the court
noted, adding that the forensic
audit report in the case is tentative and doesn't include final
findings.
In view of the Supreme
Court's vacation, the operation
of the order has been stayed for
six weeks to give time to FT

India to appeal the order, the
Karnataka High Court ruled,
directing that status quo on
refund and redemptions should
be maintained till then.
It also restricted the asset
management company and
trustees from taking on any
fresh borrowings in the six debt
schemes, which were shut in
April.
Reacting on the High
Court order, Franklin
Templeton said: "Court has
upheld the authority and decision taken by the Trustees to
wind-up the schemes under
regulation 39(2)(a). As per the
judgement, for operationalising
such a decision, approval of the
unitholders will be required

under regulation 18(15)(c).
"We are considering the
order and will take appropriate
steps in consultation with our
legal experts in the best interest of the unitholders.
Our focus remains on
maximizing value for unitholders in these schemes and
returning monies as soon as
possible," said FT in a statement.
Notably, on April 23 amid
severe redemption pressure
and illiquidity, Franklin
Templeton had decided to shut
down its suite of six debt
schemes, affecting 3,00,000
investors adversely and assets
under management of Rs
26,000 crore.
IANS
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Chennai:Hailing the Karnataka
High Court's verdict that
upheld the rights of unit-holders of the Franklin Templeton
Mutual Fund (FTMF), the
Chennai Financial Markets and
Accountability (CFMA), an
investor's protection organisation, said it would approach the
Supreme Court to safeguard
the entire interests of
investors.
The Karnataka High Court
has directed Franklin
Templeton Mutual Fund to
not proceed with the windingup of its debt schemes without
obtaining the consent of its
unit-holders. It clarified that
the consent of unit-holders as
per the regulations is to be
obtained before going through
the winding-up process.
Stating that the half-battle

was won wherein rights of
unit-holders are upheld by the
Karnataka High Court,
Nithyaesh Natraj, the counsel
for the CFMA, noted: "There
are few areas which the court
has not decided upon (which)
may set a wrong precedent for
the Mutual Fund Industry."
He pointed out that it has
been rightly observed by the
court that the SEBI has failed
to be proactive in this case and
reiterated that the CFMA
would challenge the order in
the apex court so that the
entire interests of unit-holders
are protected further.
"Leaving the fate of three
lakh unit-holders at the mercy
of trustees without knowing the
content of forensic audit will set
a bad precedent," he
added.
IANS
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uad — comprising Japan,
India, Australia and the
Q
United States — is not an
alliance but a grouping of
countries driven by shared
interests and values and interested in strengthening a rulesbased order in the strategically-important Indo-Pacific
region, a senior Trump administration official has said.
The four countries had in
2017 given shape to the longpending proposal of setting up
the “Quad” or the Quadrilateral
coalition to counter China’s
aggressive behaviour in the
Indo-Pacific region.

“There’s nothing about the
Quad that it is an alliance. It is
not formalised. There’s no reciprocal obligation among the
countries who are involved. It’s
not an organisation that solicits membership,” a senior
administration official said
during a conference call with
reporters ahead of the next
week’s 2+2 Ministerial
Dialogue between India and
the US.
US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and Defence Secretary
Mark Esper are travelling to
India to hold talks with
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar and Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh. The

visiting American officials
would also be meeting Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
To a query, the official
said, the Quad ministerial
meeting that they had in Tokyo
in October just demonstrated
the strong ties among the IndoPacific democracies.
“I would say it’s a grouping
of countries who are interested in strengthening a rulesbased order in which all
nations are sovereign, strong,
and prosperous. It’s an opportunity for us to carry out continued dialogue and to work
towards mutually agreed-upon
outcomes.
“It’s a grouping of countries

that’s driven by shared interests
and values rather than binding
obligations. That’s an example
of effective multilateralism at its
best,” the official said, requesting anonymity.
As the US, Japan, Australia,
and India are getting together
to cooperate on one issue or
another, if there are other
countries that want to participate in those discussions or
those activities, the door is
always open, the official said.
The cooperation of the US
and India on the Quad along
with Australia and Japan really reflect a convergence of
common values and interests in
the region, the official said.
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rime Minister K P Sharma
Oli has been criticised by
P
netizens for deliberately not
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on Friday that he likes being able
to vote in person. “I’m old fash-

ioned, I guess,” he said. The
President has a busy Saturday,

with rallies scheduled in North
Carolina, Ohio and Wisconsin.

Japan, the US and Australia
gave shape to the long-pending
proposal of setting up the
“Quad” to develop a new strategy to keep the critical sea
routes in the Indo-Pacific free
of any influence.
In the midst of growing
global concern over China’s
expansionist behaviour, the
foreign ministers of the Quad
member nations met in Tokyo
on October 6 and reaffirmed
their collective vision for a
free, open and inclusive IndoPacific.
The foreign minister of
the four countries held their
first meeting under the ‘Quad’
framework in New York in

September 2019.
The evolving situation in
the Indo-Pacific region in the
wake of China’s increasing militar y muscle flexing has
become a major talking point
among leading global powers.
The US has been favouring
making Quad a security architecture to check China’s growing assertiveness.
China is engaged in hotly
contested territorial disputes in
the South and East China Seas.
Beijing has also made substantial progress in militarising
its man-made islands in the
past few years.
Beijing claims sovereignty
over all of the South China Sea.
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resident Donald Trump has
casted his ballot Saturday
P
morning in West Palm Beach,
Florida, and he tells reporters
afterward: “I voted for a guy
named Trump.”
West Palm Beach is near
his private Mar-a-Lago club. He
used to vote in New York but
changed his residency to
Florida last year.
There were several hundred supporters gathered with
flags and signs outside the
library where he voted. And
there were chants of “Four
more years.”
The president wore a mask
while voting but he took it off
as he approached reporters
afterward in the building.
He called it “a very secure
vote. Much more secure than
when you send in a ballot, I can
tell you that.”
Democrat Joe Biden hasn’t
voted yet and it likely to do so
in person in Delaware on
Election Day, Nov. 3. Delaware
doesn’t offer early, in-person
voting like Florida.
Trump said at a Florida rally

“We’re the two largest
democracies in the Indo-Pacific
region, and we have shared values and interests with all four
countries. It’s not an exclusive
grouping by any means. All
four countries are interested
and eager in welcoming other
countries to the table for individual elements of cooperation
that we do, some of them
under the Quad framework but
not all of them. That’s for
sure,” the official said.
“It is something that’s flexible and reflects our common
values and interests, and I
think is really for the long
term,” the official said.
In November 2017, India,

using the updated map of
Nepal, showing three Indian
areas as part of its territory, in
his Dussehra greetings, a claim
rejected by his office which said
the revised map was not visible due to its tiny size.
In June, Nepal’s Parliament
approved the new political
map of the country featuring
Kalapani, Lipulekh and
Limpiyadhura which is part of
Pithoragarh district of
Uttarakhand.
Oli in a Twitter message on
Friday conveyed his best wishes to the people of Nepal for
Vijayadashami or Dussehra.
Many people on social
media, including Facebook and
Twitter, commented that the
Prime Minister’s office deliberately removed the updated
map after his meeting with
India’s Research and Analysis
Wing (R&AW) chief Samant
Kumar Goel.

“How can we consider
using Nepal’s old map in the
PM’s greeting without
incorporating Limpiyadhura
as a simple error?” asked main
Opposition
Nepali
Congress spokesperson Bishwa
Prakash Sharma.
Many people in their social
media posts asked why did the
prime minister’s office remove
the government’s coat of arms
from the map which includes
Lipulekh, Kalapani and
Limpiyadhura.
In response to the criticism, Prime Minister’s Press
Advisor Surya Thapa in a statement claimed that the revised
map was used in the prime
minister’s message, but was
not visible due to its tiny size.
“It is natural for the map to
appear in such a manner due to
its tiny size but the same map,
if enlarged, may clearly show
the updated areas,” he claimed.
He also asked the people
not to be misled by such preplanned efforts to spread
rumours about the map included in the greetings.

“There should not be any
confusion that the map used in
the greetings is the updated
version which was endorsed by
Nepal’s Parliament,” Thapa
said. The Press Advisor in his
press note issued through social
media also included an
enlarged version of the map,
which clearly shows the map
which includes all the three territories. The ties between the
two countries came under
strain after Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh inaugurated an
80-km-long strategically crucial
road connecting the Lipulekh
pass with Dharchula in
Uttarakhand on May 8.
Nepal protested the inauguration of the road claiming
that it passed through its territory. Days later, Nepal came out
with the new map showing
Lipulekh, Kalapani and
Limpiyadhura as its territories.
India too had published a
new map in November 2019
showing the areas as its territories. After Nepal released
the map, India reacted sharply,
calling it a “unilateral act” and

But Vietnam, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Brunei and Taiwan
have counterclaims. In the East
China Sea, China has territorial disputes with Japan.
The South China Sea and
the East China Sea are stated to
be rich in minerals, oil and
other natural resources.
They are also vital to global
trade. Although the US lays no
claims to the disputed waters,
it has challenged China’s growing territorial claims in the
South
China
Sea
by deploying warships and
fighter jets to assert freedom of
navigation and overflight
patrols in the strategically vital
region.
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cautioning Kathmandu that
such “artificial enlargement” of
territorial claims will not be
acceptable to it.
In its reaction, after Nepal’s
lower house of parliament
approved the bill, India termed
as untenable the “artificial
enlargement” of territorial
claims by the neighbouring
country. India said Nepal’s
action violates an understanding reached between the two
countries to resolve the boundary issues through talks.
Prime Minister Oli has
been asserting that Lipulekh,
Kalapani and Limpiyadhura
belong to his country and
vowed to “reclaim” them from
India.
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emocratic presidential
candidate Joe Biden has
pledged that if elected as president in the November 3 election, he will ensure free
COVID-19 vaccination for all
Americans, laying out his pandemic response plan just days
before the US presidential polls.
In a major policy speech on
the coronavirus in his home
state of Delaware, Biden on
Friday flayed US President
Donald Trump for his policies
to combat the coronavirus pandemic that has killed over
220,000 people and has had a
devastating impact on the
country’s economy.
“President Trump said
we’re rounding the corner, it’s
going away, we’re learning to
live with it. They are quotes.
But as I told him last night,
we’re not learning to live with
it. We’re learning to die with it.
This is a dark winter ahead,”
Biden, 77, said.
Already more than 220,000
people in the US have lost their
lives to this virus. Worse yet, a
new study from Columbia
University suggests that anywhere between 130,000 and
210,000 of those deaths were
avoidable, he said.
“Once we have a safe and
effective vaccine, it has to be
free to everyone, whether or
not you’re insured,” the former
vice president said.

D

He said that if elected, he
would direct the federal government to “bulk-purchase as
many doses as necessary of the
COVID-19 vaccine so we can
provide it free to those who are
uninsured, under-insured or
Medicaid-eligible.” “COVID-19
dwarfs anything we’ve faced in
recent history and it isn’t showing any signs of slowing down.
The virus is surging in almost
every state. We passed 4.8 million cases. And when Trump
was asked this week what he’d
do differently to get the pan-

demic response right from the
start his answer was and I
quote, ‘Not much. Not much’,”
he said. Alleging that Trump
does not have a plan to fight the
coronavirus, Biden said the
longer he is the president, the
“more reckless” he gets. “We
don’t have to be held prisoner by
this administration’s failures.
We can choose a different path.
We can do what Americans
have always done: come together and meet the challenge with
grit, compassion, and determination,” he said.
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everal teenagers sprayed graffiti on a piece of art outside
one of Berlin’s most famous
museums and that the vandalism was unrelated to the damaging of more than 60 other art
works on the city’s Museum
Island that were smeared with
an oily liquid early this month,
police said on Saturday.
A huge granite bowl in
front of the Altes Museum,
which is part of the German
capital’s museum complex and

S

houses antiquities, was defaced
Friday night by some teenagers
and adults, Berlin police said.
Two of the suspects were temporarily detained.
Museum Island is a
UNESCO world heritage site in
the heart of Berlin and
one of the city’s main tourist
attractions.
Dozens of other exhibits at
the Museum Island complex
were vandalized Oct. 3.
Investigators said they had
watched hours of surveillance
camera footage but not found
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oe Biden is confronting the
harsh political realities of
Jcombating
climate change.
The Democratic presidential nominee has spent months
touting a $2 trillion plan to
boost investment in clean energy and stop all climate-damaging emissions from the U.S.
economy by 2050. The plan
implied that he would wean the
U.S. off oil and gas, but Biden
wasn’t so explicit about the
industr y’s fate — until
Thursday night.
During the final moments
of the presidential debate,
Biden said he would “transition
away from the oil industry.”
President Donald Trump,

trailing Biden in many national and battleground state polls,
immediately sensed an opportunity to appeal to voters in
competitive states like Texas
and Pennsylvania that produce oil and gas.
“Basically what he is saying
is he is going to destroy the oil
industry,” Trump said. “Will
you remember that, Texas?
Will you remember that,
Pennsylvania? Oklahoma?
Ohio?” With less than two
weeks until the election, Biden’s
comment is prompting a sudden test of whether voters who
increasingly say they are worried about the climate crisis will
embrace steps to confront it.
During a season of worsening
wildfires, hurricanes and other

disasters, scientists are issuing
urgent warnings that big cuts in
burning oil, gas and coal are
needed right away.
Republicans, eager to shift
focus away from the president’s handling of the intensifying coronavirus pandemic,
say Biden’s plan would cost
jobs. Biden “just killed paycheck(s) earned by hardworking families in Texas,” Texas
Gov. Greg Abbott, a
Republican, tweeted after
Thursday’s final presidential
debate saw Trump and Biden
spell out their worlds-apart
stances on climate-damaging
fossil fuels.
“Joe just wants to transition
away from Texas. Remember
that on election day,” Abbott

wrote.
Even some Democrats distanced themselves from Biden’s
comment. Rep. Kendra Horn,
a Democrat who flipped a
Republican seat in Trumployal Oklahoma in 2018, tweeted: “We must stand up for our
oil and gas industry.”
So did Rep. Xochitl Torres
Small, a first-term Democratic
congresswoman in a tossup
race in New Mexico, in the oiland gas-rich Permian Basin.
“We need to work together to promote responsible energy production and stop climate
change, not demonize a particular industry,” she tweeted,
adding that she was ready to
“stand up to” the Democratic
Party.

any obvious sign of anyone
applying the liquid.
Museum experts have said
the motive remains a mystery
and there appeared to be no
thematic link between the targeted works. They expressed
optimism that the apparently
random damage can be
repaired.
Berlin police said the graffiti sprayed on the granite bowl
did not have any political content or appear related to the
damaging of the other art
works.
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Warsaw: Polish President
Andrzej Duda said he feels well
despite testing positive for the
coronavirus, and he apologised
Saturday to everyone who must
quarantine because they had
contact with him. Duda, 48, said
in a recording published on
Twitter that he was experiencing no COVID-19 symptoms
“but unfortunately, the test
result is absolutely unambiguous”. “I would like to apologise
to all those who are exposed to
quarantine procedures because
of meeting me in recent days,”
he said. “If I had had any symptoms of coronavirus, please
believe me, all meetings would
have been cancelled.”
AP
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he death toll from the suicide
attack Saturday in Afghanistan’s
T
capital has risen to at least 18 killed
and 57 people wounded, including
students, the interior ministry said.
The explosion struck outside an
education center in a heavily Shiite
neighborhood of western Kabul,
Dasht-e-Barchi.
Interior Ministry spokesman
Tariq Arian says that the attacker was
trying to enter the centre when he
was stopped by security guards.
According to Arian, the casualty toll may rise further as family
members of victims of the suicide
bombing are still searching the several different hospitals where the
wounded have been taken.
No group claimed immediate
responsibility for the bombing. The
Taliban rejected any connection

with the attack.
An Islamic State affiliate claimed
responsibility for a similar suicide
attack at an education center in
August 2018, in which 34 students
were killed. Within Afghanistan, IS
has launched large-scale attacks on
minority Shias, Sikhs and Hindus,
whom it views as apostates.
Hundreds of Sikhs and Hindus
in Afghanistan fled the country in
September after a gunman loyal to
the militant group killed 25 members
of the shrinking community in an
attack on their share a place of worship in Kabul.
The U.S. signed a peace deal with
the Taliban in February, opening up
a path toward withdrawing
American troops from the conflict.
U.S. officials said the deal would also
help refocus security efforts on fighting the Islamic State, which is a rival
of the Taliban in Afghanistan.

There has been an upsurge in
violence between Taliban and
Afghan forces in the country recently, even as representatives from the
two warring sides begin their own
peace talks in Doha to end the
decades-long war in Afghanistan.
Earlier Saturday a roadside bomb
killed nine people in eastern
Afghanistan after it struck a minivan
full of civilians, a local official said.
Ghazni province police
spokesman Ahmad Khan Sirat said
that a second roadside bomb killed
two policemen, after it struck their
vehicle that was making its way to the
victims of the first explosion.
Sirat added that the bombings
had wounded several others, and that
the attacks were under investigation.
No one immediately claimed
responsibility for the attacks. The
provincial police spokesman claimed
the Taliban had placed the bomb.
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K Chancellor Rishi Sunak
and three fellow ruling
U
Conservative Party members of
Parliament from northern
England have been “barred for
life” by a local pub and restaurant in their constituency
region after they voted against
free school meals for children
during the holidays.
The Mill pub and its connected Il Mulino restaurant at
Stokesley in North Yorkshire,
which falls within Sunak’s constituency of Richmond (Yorks),
took to social media soon after
a vote in the House of
Commons earlier this week on
extending the government’s
temporary free meals for
schoolchildren as part of a
campaign led by England team
footballer Marcus Rashford.
“The government voted
against extending free school
meals. This is disgusting,” Alex
Cook, the owner of the eatery,
posted on Facebook on
Thursday. “What’s worse Matt

Vickers MP, Simon Clarke MP
& Jacob Young MP, Rishi Sunak
all voted against the scheme.
DISGUSTING! All 4 are now
barred from The Mill & Il
Mulino for life. I don’t want
their business,” he said.
His angry post, which has
been shared over thousand
times and signed off as “Team
Mill”, begins by saying that
while he does not usually “do
politics”, the vote against free
meals for children in need had
forced him to. “I have never
known a government which is
consistently the wrong end of
every argument. Forget the
poor handling of Covid for a
minute and concentrate on
what happened yesterday
[Wednesday],” he said, in reference to the Commons vote
which the government won by
61 votes. The pub, meanwhile,
has announced that it will deliver 100 freshly cooked healthy
meals to three separate food
banks in the Middlesbrough
area next week to try and make
up for the government decision.
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DC trapped in Varun’s Chakravyuh
01D 37018)
Leg-spinner
Varun Chakravarthy dished
out the best bowling
performance of this IPL with
a five-for after his batting
colleagues stepped up in style
as Kolkata Knight Riders beat
Delhi Capitals by 59 runs here
on Saturday.
Promoted to open the
innings, Nitish Rana revelled in

his new role as he overcame a
personal tragedy to smash a
whirlwind 81 and shared a
game-changing 115-run stand
with Sunil Narine (64) to lift
KKR to an imposing 194/6 after
being put in to bat.
Chasing a stiff target,
Chakravarthy (5/20) and Pat
Cummins (3/17) gave the Delhi
Capitals batsmen a torrid time

to restrict them to 135 for 9 in
20 overs.
Cummins gave a perfect
start, dismissing both the openers Ajinkya Rahane (0) and inform Shikhar Dhawan (6) in his
first two overs.
Then Chakravarthy played
the finisher’s act in the backend of the innings to choke the
DC run chase.
PTI
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blanket of haze has been shrouding
the National Capital for some days
now: the smog season is back. The
AQI has crossed 300, pushing air
quality to ‘very poor’ level, which was
last witnessed in February. NASA images show
clusters of fire in Punjab and Haryana, as the
post-harvest paddy stubble burning has started in
the farms.
Last year towards October end, the Delhi
Government had to declare a ‘public health emergency’ for nine days, as Delhi experienced its
longest period of hazardous air pollution. This
year, as the world battles a pandemic, the smog
situation can wreak a havoc on the public health.
The health experts warn that smog can increase
the time the virus can stay in the environment,
increasing the infection rate. The increased number of Covid cases in Delhi and Mumbai are
already being linked to the higher pollution level
of these cities. Pollution also affects immunity and
lungs, thus placing the Delhi residents at higher
Corona susceptibility and fatality risk.

A
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The trough like topography of North India
and meteorological conditions set by winter season makes the pollution linger over it, creating the
condition for Delhi smog. With the onset of the
winter season, weather condition becomes conducive to pollution, as cold settles air closer to the
surface (inversion), wind speed drops and moisture goes up — so the pollution is not dispersed.
Diwali firecrackers and stubble burning which
also occur in the months of October-November,
become contributory factors to the smog, as they
add on to Delhi’s pre-existing air pollution. As
around this time the wind direction also changes
to north-westerly, the stubble burning pollution is
carried towards Delhi from its neighbouring
states.
3?>DB92ED9?>?6CDE22<52EB>9>7
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As the Government of Delhi, Punjab and at
Centre, squabble over the contribution of stubble
burning to Delhi’s smog — while the Punjab CM
cited the findings of IISER, to state that stubble
burning is not responsible for most of the Delhi’s
pollution — a look at other studies on the matter
is merited.
A recent study undertaken by IIT Kanpur and
Delhi Pollution Control Board links contribution
of PM 2.5 as 38% to road dust, 20% to vehicular
emission, 11% to industries etc; with stubble
burning merely adding on to the current load.
Council of Energy, Environment and Water, a
Delhi based think tank, which also arrives at similar figures, agrees that local sources and
unfavourable meteorological conditions are the
main factors behind Delhi’s air pollution woes;
with transportation and road dusts as the biggest
culprits. Massive Earth Foundation, another think
tank, also undertook a research to find the impact
of stubble burning, thermal power plants, Diwali
crackers and broken transportation of the air pollution; and found vehicular traffic as the biggest
culprit, which has shifted base line of air pollution
in India from a desirable 60 AQI to unhealthy
200.
According to Government’s analysis of Delhi
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appointed former judge, Justice Lokur as one man
committee to monitor stubble burning in Delhi,
and its neighbourhood, and report to SC directly
in 15 days.

smog during 2019, the contribution of stubble
burning was variable, only peaking at 44% once.
However, it will be pertinent to quote
Supreme Court mandated agency, Environment
Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority
(EPCA) on the issue, “even if it is not the only
cause of pollution in the region, there is no doubt
that the transportation of pollutants from burning
fields is the tipping point that makes winter’s
already unhealthy air quality into a public health
emergency.”
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The whole issue of stubble burning is based in
structural fault in the Indian agriculture system,
which promotes wheat and rice crops through
assured MSP — even though India is the second
largest producer of rice and wheat in the world,
and a foodgrain surplus state. This is creating
many ecological problems for Delhi’s neighbours
— the erstwhile Green Revolution states, Punjab,
Haryana and Western UP — like alarming rate of
ground water depletion due to excessive water
intensive crop of paddy and stubble burning. The
use of combined harvesters for paddy which is
common in these states, leaves behind a nine-inch
stubble in the farm. Moved by the Government
assured economic returns, farmers in these states
sow wheat after paddy harvesting — the time
duration between the two is a month or less; not
enough for the stubble to decompose naturally,
thus stubble burning, the cheapest option, is
resorted to.
Not just is the stubble burning polluting, it is
equally harmful for the soil itself, which loses
most essential nutrients like organic carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulphur with
the burning of the stubble. The heat destroys the
beneficial microflora and fauna from the soil and
hardens it; thus affecting physical, chemical and
biological attributes of soil making it less fertile
and vulnerable to weed and drought.
The long term solution to the problem lies in
crop diversification: a move towards less water
intensive crops like soyabeans, pulses, corn —
which are harvested by hand or can be harvesting
mechanically earlier on, providing sufficient window for the residue to decompose before the next
sowing. For the time being, the in-situ and ex-situ
sustainable management techniques for crop
residue are an alternative.
CE@B5=53?EBD9>13D9?>
The Supreme Court (SC) has been quite
proactive on the issue of air pollution in Delhi;
closely monitoring the situation since last year,
when it criticised Punjab, Haryana and UP
Governments for failing to control stubble burning. In February, SC directed Central and Delhi
Government to take strong measure for stopping
stubble burning; and approved an action plan on
the matter, based on the affidavit of Ministry of
Agriculture — which included steps like setting
up smog towers, smog guns in Delhi, and implementing other in-situ and ex-situ stubble management techniques which will be funded by Central
Government and implemented by the State
Governments of Punjab, Haryana, UP and Delhi.
In September, the SC had rebuked the Delhi and
Central Government for delay in setting up of the
Smog Towers in Delhi. A few days back SC
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EPCA is monitoring the implementation of
the SC approved Action Plan, by the Centre and
the States. It also suggests other measures to the
States like setting up control room, obtaining
undertakings from big construction projects and
red and orange category industries on pollution.
Central Government is experimenting with PUSA
decomposer in farms in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana
and UP. It is also funding Smog Towers, in-situ
stubble management machines, farmer awareness
campaigns and has set off 50 teams of Central
Pollution Control Board for monitoring the situation in Delhi and its neighbourhood.
The steps taken by Punjab, Haryana and UP
as reported to EPCA, mentioned in its last
month’s report are: making in-situ stubble management machines available to farmers at highly
subsidised rates through purchase by farmer
directly, or on rental through village panchayats
and Farmer Producer Organisations by setting up
Custom Hire Centres. A mobile app is also being
launched for creating awareness in the farmers
about the scheme. Ex-Situ management steps are
also being taken for converting stubble into bioenergy and power plants are being set up for the
purpose.
Despite of these steps by the Central
Government and the States, farmers especially of
Punjab and Haryana are complaining about not
receiving any help from the Governments, thus
being forced to burn the stubble. Hence, the
implementation of these schemes seems to be
rather thin on the ground, also its being reported
that the action against stubble fires has not been
as widespread this year, as before.

O
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Delhi needs 65% reduction in PM 2.5 to meet
the desirable national standard. The strategy for
that has to be comprehensive and multi-pronged.
First, adopting crop diversification, proper implementation of in-situ and ex-situ residue management policies by States, creating a market for crop
residue, setting up crop residue collection system
based on municipal solid waste collection system
— thus giving alternative options to farmers to
opt out of stubble burning.
Second, to fix Delhi’s broken public transport
infrastructure. There has been four-fold increase
in vehicles in Delhi between 2000-2018. The pandemic has further aggravated this trend, pushing
up the purchase and plying of private vehicles on
the road. Number of public buses in Delhi need to
be ramped up, while creating smooth connectivity
with the metro. Emission testing, which is only
25%, must be pushed up. More incentives on evehicles like waiver of road fee and low interest
loans must be provided. Third, controlling the
road dust by intensive roadside plantation of big
crown trees, planting grass on the sideways and
improved solid waste management.
The writer is a public policy analyst,
and a lawyer, an alumnus of National
Law University, Jodhpur
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Campaign called ‘Yuddh Pradhushan ke
Viruddh’
Green War Room for monitoring,
enforcement compliance, complaint
redressal
Green Mobile app for launching complaints
Spraying PUSA decomposer for free in
fields for composting of stubble
Smog towers to come up in Connaught
Place and Anand Vihar in few months
Strict anti-dust policy for construction
and demolition sites
Smog guns for hotspots
Transplantation policy for projects
Campaign ‘Red light on, Gaddi off ’
E-vehicle policy — by 2024, 25% new
vehicles be electric

Comes into effect in Delhi and its
neighbouring towns based on the
severity of pollution
Put in effect from October 15, by
EPCA as AQI turned ‘very poor’
Banning of electricity generators apart
from essential and emergency services,
was ordered under it
Other measures include increasing bus
and metro services and raising the
parking fee
Steps when situation turns ‘severe’: closure of brick kilns, water sprinkling,
frequent mechanised cleaning of roads,
maximisation of power from natural
gas
‘Emergency situation’ measures:
odd/even scheme, banning construction activity and entry of trucks in
Delhi
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PaTP_[PhbPVT]c[TW^bcSdaX]VcWT^RRPbX^]P]SP
VT]TaP[PXa^UVPXTchTgRXcT\T]cP]SUTbcXeXchWP]VbX]
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S elections are a spectacle
U
and roller coaster ride par
excellence with their intertwined doses of confetti and the
minitiarised Star-Spangled
Banner with the poignant Bald
Eagle in the background. It is
all symptomatic of the oeuvre
of symbolism, American
homeland’s verve and the patriotic and the MAGA phenomenon, (Make America Great
Again). The US elections are an
extravaganza normally but with
the Trump Administration battling the Covid-19 pandemic,
the spectacle and the larger
verve of the exciting hustings
have been dampened a bit. But,
no one can keep the palaver
about American Presidential
elections down for long, not
even a deprecatory Joe Biden,
who leads by a slender margin
of 10 per cent in the aftermath
of the first presidential debate
hosted by Wallace of Fox News
a few days backs.
In the first televised debate
between the twin candidates,
Joe Biden, the Democrat candidate, has raised questions
about the anti-pandemic policies and proclivities of
President Donald Trump. He
contended aloud in the Fox TV
moderated debate, “The
Administration should provide masks and other paraphernalia to the American citizens. It’s a different matter to
talk aloud about the measures
the Government has undertaken. The functional aspect of
the Administration should not
be relegated to the backburner in the light of hyperbole.”
Another brick bat which Joe
Biden utilised to beat the
incumbent with was the allegation that the question of
removing the race factor from
the sensitivities list of the US
Marines was a blunder which
the presidential seat of power
which the White House has
indulged in. Thus in a manner
the debate brought out contradictory aspects of US presidential elections but the chutzpah attached with the elec-

tioneering extravaganza
remains subdued due to the
persistent essential evil of the
novel coronavirus which has
taken a heavy toll on the world’s
sole surviving superpower.
US elections in the past
were carried out in the grand
old rail road and big business
era of the United States through
whistle-stop tours carried on by
the candidates who addressed
audiences from the pulpits of
the last coaches of the trains.
Thus, apart from the foggy trail
of the big bosses of the political parties, it can be ascertained
that the spectacle still remains
the core refrain of any US
elections in the past era too.
The strategy earlier was to
sway the voters with the hidden
intent of President Donald
Trump that he will win the
elections through the modicum of postal ballots which
will be the praxis in a pandemic
infected scenario in the homeland’s domestic polity, society
and economy. It might be a
close race and President
Donald Trump has lived true to
his image of lambasting the left
liberal domain of the
Democrats, especially in the
States of California and
Montana which need to be
strengthened as they are swing
States going by the nomenclature of the American elections. This was one riposte cannily advanced by a fighting and
adversarial entrepreneur,
President Donald Trump presented in the televised debate
when being riled for the case of
Peter Floyd in Charlottesville.
It was in 2016 that the presumptive candidate, Hillary
Clinton, was leading till late in
the US elections but the white
collared vote along with the
ecclesiastical support base of
the WASP majority let him sail
through with the flailing StarSpangled Banner. Will it be the
same fate of the US elections in
line with what transpired in the
2016 contest with Hillary
Clinton? This happens to be a
million dollar question. Al
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Jazzera has reported that Biden
is winning with the lot of
undecided voters while Joe
Biden is also taking an expanse
amid all kinds of voters. This
might be early days but the US
President has returned to the
White House in the wake of his
testing positive for coronavirus
which might be what the doctors ordered for the electoral
fortunes of President Donald
Trump. The Democrats are
uselessly cranking up the fact
that single mothers have been
hard hit by the novel coronavirus retrenchment in an

unimaginative to ratchet up the
support of the single women
which Hillary too had attempted in the year 2016 to no avail.
So it’s a known and tried strategy which did not work the
way of the Democrats in 2016
and is a fashionable tenet of
referring to fake concerns of lift
and liberals for spawning political gains in the American
political firmament. Al Jazzera
reports, “The US Senate
Judiciar y
Committee
announced that it would open
a confirmation hearing for
President Donald Trump’s

Supreme Court nominee, Amy
Coney Barrett, on October 12,
making clear that an outbreak
of Covid-19 will not interfere
with the election schedule.”
Thus, the Opposition attempts
to ratchet up all possible permutations and combinations
and commissions and commissions indulged in by the
American President in the
2020 election trail.
As part of the process part
of the US elections in 2020, the
American Embassy has to
inform that, “Americans will go
to the polls on November 3,
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2020 to cast their ballots for the
man who will serve as US
president for the following four
years, but first they must select
delegates who will vote at
national conventions to determine which candidates appear
on those ballots.” The
Democrats are also creating the
wily canard that President
Donald Trump is a Teflon
President and if Joe Biden does
not come through as the victor
then the grand American
nation would crack up badly
and inimitably.
In the contemporary times,

the US elections are slated to
take place in the month of
November, 2020. Joe Biden, the
Democratic presumptive candidate, made an issue out of the
Covid outbreak in the US
wherein, he cannily, forecasted
that President Donald Trump
would postpone the elections in
the light of the ravaging impact
of the pandemic which was
denied by President Donald
Trump and the Republic establishment. The initiation of the
Indian origin Kamala Harris is
being posited a voice of the
Indian diaspora in the United
States but little is known of her
in the sphere of foreign policy
making and decision-making
experience. Kamla Harris has
many times repeatedly stated,
“I am a Negro and I am a Negro
first and nothing more with my
American underpinnings.” She
has never actively confabulated with the public sphere in the
United States concerning her
Indian origins. She might be
the first non-white Vice
Presidential candidate but does
not have many credentials to
show off herself, as being the
sole feminine voice of the
Indian diaspora in the
American homeland. In summation it can be argued that a
stable but happening world
comity of States chaperoned by
the American dreamers and the
vishwa gurus might be the
panacea for what the doctor
ordered for the larger ecosystem of nation states in a to be
turbulent and testy 2020. With
the pandemic becoming a larger reality, it can be argued that
the gaffes committed by the
White House in the light of
calling the novel coronavirus as
a flu and a mild malady,
President Trump might still
romp home with the backing of
the global coalition of the
Quad comity of nations and the
global churn against China.

FXcWcWT_P]ST\XR
QTR^\X]VP[PaVTa
aTP[XchXcRP]QT
PaVdTScWPcSTb_XcTcWT
VPUUTbR^\\XccTSQh
cWTFWXcT7^dbTX]cWT
[XVWc^URP[[X]VcWT
]^eT[R^a^]PeXadbPbP
U[dP]SP\X[S\P[PSh
?aTbXST]cCad\_\XVWc
bcX[[a^\_W^\TfXcW
cWTQPRZX]V^UcWT
V[^QP[R^P[XcX^]^UcWT
@dPSR^\Xch^U]PcX^]b
P]ScWTV[^QP[RWda]
PVPX]bc2WX]P
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back Jacinda Ardern to power.
The election was scheduled for
September, but because of the
Covid-19 pandemic, it was
postponed by a month. Since
the introduction of the MMR
in the 1996, the Labour Party
has become the first ever party
to form Government on its
own, winning 64 seats out of
total 120 in the House of
Representatives. Looking at
the results: Labour Party 64
seats (49.1%), National Party 35
seats
(26.8%),
ACT
(Association of Consumers
and Taxpayers) 10 seats (8%),
Greens 10 seats (7.6%), NZ
First (2.7%), but no seat, Maori
Party 1 seat (1%) and others got
7.7 % (no seat), it is clear that
the centre-Left Labour has
recorded a landslide victory.
With this thumping victory, Ardern has spread the message of stability and certainty to
the people of New Zealand.
Jacinda’s foray into politics
is an interesting story. With her
father being a police officer and
mother a school cook, Jacinda
had a ground experience of
poverty that her country was
facing. When she was 17, she
was an active Labour Party
worker. After completing her
degree in Communication
Studies in Politics and Public
Relations, she started working
for Helen Clarke, the then
Prime Minister of the country.
She also had the experience of
working in the UK Cabinet
Office when Tony Blair was the
Prime Minister of the UK. By
2008, she was back to her
country from London and
became an MP of the Labour
Party. One of her most controversial political moves was
an attempt to introduce a Bill
to support gay rights in her

country. She even renounced
the Church of Jesus Christ
Latter-day Saints in her early
twenties as the Church’s views
on gay rights clashed with
hers. Thus, she is in favour of
equal rights for the LGBTs.
“Jacinda Mania” has finally worked. She has been awarded an outright majority, with an
approval rating of 55 per cent.
The election was set behind an
extraordinary background
accompanying three pronged
crises — the first being a terror
attack, second the natural disaster, and third the global pandemic of Covid-19. She has
been able to handle all the three
issues much better than any
other leader of the country. Her
unequivocal stand not to
defend the white man accused
of the terror attack in the
Chirstchurch area that killed 50
and wounded more than fifty in
mid-March 2019 earned her
admiration of the people.
The mass shooter Brenton
Tarrant, an Australian white
man driven by anti-immigrant
and anti-Muslim sentiments,
was temporarily based in the
country before the incident
took place. In fact, an unsigned
manifesto before the carnage
on the Twitter and 8chan, an
online messaging platform
which has been used by anonymous accounts to share
extremist messages and cheer
on mass shooters, was posted
in Tarrant’s name. The attack
threatened the country, particularly the Muslim community. Throughout the entire
crisis, Jacinda stuck to her
stand that the white gunman
was a terrorist and emphasised
that he did not represent the
people of New Zealand.
Second, when a volcanic
eruption rocked the White
Island or Whakaari, a small
volcanic Isle in New Zealand’s
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Bay of Plenty, on December 9,
2019, it shocked the nation as
Covid-19 was already gripping the world around the
same time. This was probably
the worst case scenario for the
islanders that killed more than
17 people. Jacinda joined a
nation-wide mourning on this
incident. The fact is that the
White Island is a summit of a
complex submarine volcano.
As the island is regularly visited by tourists, the Government
was extremely careful in taking
the best of the post-volcanic
disaster management measures.

Third, unlike many other
countries, the Covid-19 handling was too early and followed by extremely hard
actions by the Jacinda
Government. Its success in
controlling the virus has been
widely described as “crushing
the curve”. The island nation’s
Covid strategy was based on
speedy testing, contact tracing
and isolation, while adhering to
strict public health guidance
norms across the country.
Indeed, the country benefitted
from being a high income and
an island nation with an
advanced health care system at

its best. But the best part of the
Government was that it called
on its entire population to
fight the menace as a “team of
five million” to protect their
families, friends and all the
neighboring nations. And
Jacinda has earned rare reputation and fame by taking such
preventing measures to save
her people from this health
havoc.
Her charisma is well appreciated. On record, she has
become a Labour leader just
seven weeks before the 2017
parliamentary election that
gave her a rare opportunity to

grab power at Wellington with
a coalition Government with
the New Zealand First Party
and the Greens Party, although
she was able to score only second highest number of votes.
But the country’s unique proportional representation system had helped her to form the
Government with these two
coalition partners. Very soon,
she was branded as an antiTrump liberal icon at a time
when the international community witnessed a wave of
rightist nationalist leaders
around the world. Again she
came into prominence for

wearing a Maori cloak, known
as “Korowai”, while meeting her
monarch Queen Elizabeth-II in
April 2018.
Jacinda’s popular slogan
“be strong, be kind” has
worked magic in this election.
And she has become the third
woman Prime Minister of the
country. She has driven a positive
message
across.
Considering her age, unlike the
other Opposition leaders, she
has long and bright future in
New Zealand’s politics. But
the critics and global political
experts say that the absolute
majority could be a problem for
her, even as top Opposition
leaders like Judith Collins of
the National Party has accepted her defeat and she has
vowed to play the role of a
robust Opposition figure in
Parliament.
Much more than this, people have also voted on two critical referendums; the first being
the legalisation of euthanasia
and the second, for using
cannabis. The first will offer terminally ill patients to go for
assisted dying. It is a binding
vote and if more than 50 per
cent voters say yes, this will be
implemented soon. The second
is related to the recreational use
of cannabis making legal. This
is not a binding vote which
implies that even if more than
50 per cent people say yes,
cannabis can’t be made legal on
the basis of this referendum.
The Jacinda Government has to
bring a fresh Bill to legalise this.
And finally when the results of
both these referendums are
expected on October 30, the
decisions delivered by the voters will make a lot for the entire
nation and especially for the
widely popular Jacinda.
(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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B^\T]TVPcXeTU^aRTbPaTPc_[PhP]Sh^d\dbcUXVWc
fXcWcWT\cWXbfTTZBTPb^]P[PX[\T]cb\XVWc\PZT
h^dX]PRcXeTP]SSd[[?a^_TaSXTcTgTaRXbTP]SaTbcXb
cWT\P]caP ^UPWTP[cWh[XUT8Uh^dR^\_a^\XbT^]
cWTbTQPbXRbU^a[^]VTah^d\PhUPRTcWTaT_TaRdbbX^]
^UXcCWTf^aZX]VT]eXa^]\T]cXb]^cUPe^daPQ[TP]S
\PhUadbcaPcTh^dPccX\Tb3^]³cfPbcTh^dacX\TP]S
_aTRX^dbT]TaVh_[^ccX]VaTeT]VT9dbcVTc^]fXcWcWT
]Tgc_WPbT^Uh^da[XUT8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]VU^af^aZP
_^cT]cXP[_^bXcX^]cWPch^d³S_X]]TSh^daW^_Tb^]\Ph
]^cR^\TcWa^dVW>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccWXbfTTZ
h^dRP]QTcWT\PbcTaP]SP\T]c^aX]h^daaT[PcX^]b
H^dPaTPccaPRcTSc^_T^_[TfW^PaTeTahRaTPcXeTP]S
\PhQT\^aTcWP]dbdP[[hU^RdbTS^]h^daRPaTTa]^f

H^d]TTSc^QTRPdcX^dbaTVPaSX]Vh^daWTP[cWH^dPaT
[XZT[hc^QTd]STabcaTbbUa^\PR^\QX]PcX^]^UUPRc^abb^
XcXb_PacXRd[Pa[hX\_^acP]cc^QTVT]c[TfXcWh^dabT[U8U
h^dPaTP]VaheT]cXc^dcAT[TPbTh^daP]gXTchaPcWTa
cWP]cda]X]Vh^daP]VTaP]Sb^aa^fd_^]h^dabT[U
?a^UTbbX^]P[[hcWX]VbPaT]^cX]h^daUPe^daH^d\XVWc
UPRTb^\TUP[bTP[[TVPcX^]bX]cTaUTaT]RTUa^\WXVWTa
PdcW^aXcXTbP]SX]cTaa^VPcX^]bcWXbfTTZH^d\Ph]TTS
b^\TPbbXbcP]RTc^UX]SPQTccTaP__a^PRWc^f^aZ3^]³c
WTbXcPcTc^PbZ8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]VU^af^aZcWXbc^^\Ph
bW^fP]TTSc^[^^ZX]PSXUUTaT]cfPh^aPSXUUTaT]cUXT[S
cWP]cWT^]Th^dWPeTQTT]_dabdX]V;^eTP]S\PaXcP[
PUUPXab^RRd_hh^da\X]SQdch^dPaTd]PQ[Tc^UX]SP
b\^^cWV^X]V

H^daWTP[cWfX[[aT`dXaTh^daPccT]cX^]Pbh^dPaT_a^]T
c^X[[]Tbb0UP\X[h\T\QTa³bWTP[cW]TTSbh^daPccT]cX^]
c^^S^]^c]TV[TRcXcH^d]TTSc^[TcV^^U^[Sfa^]Vb
P]Sf^d]Sbc^\^eTU^afPaS7T[_h^da[^eTS^]Tbc^
bTTcWTcadcW;TPa]c^Tg_aTbbh^dabT[U*S^]³cbd__aTbb
h^daUTT[X]VbP]SaT`dXaT\T]cbCWXbPV^^SfTTZRPaTTa
fXbT1dbX]Tbb_Tab^]bfX[[bTTUX]P]RXP[bcPQX[XchP]S
VPX]bX]UX]P]RXP[eT]cdaTb?T^_[TfX[[aTb_TRch^d\^aT
P]Sh^da_^_d[PaXchfX[[X]RaTPbTH^dab^RXP[bcPcdbbWP[[
T]WP]RTCW^bTfW^PaTX]PY^QUPe^daUa^\cWTQ^bbXb
[XZT[hh^daf^aZbP]ST]STPe^dabPaTcPZT]X]c^
R^]bXSTaPcX^]P]SP__aTRXPcTSH^d\PhbT]bTb^\T
aTbc[Tbb]TbbX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_<PZTbX]RTaTTUU^acbc^
\PZTh^da_Pac]TaWP__h

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPhCWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <Pa^^]
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da BX[eTa
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh
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CWXbfTTZR^]UdbX^]fX[[_aTePX[BTeTaP[XbbdTb^U
R^]RTa]\XVWcP__TPafXcWaTVPaSc^WTP[cWcWXbfTTZ
H^d\PhWPeTb^\TWXSST]\PccTabc^STP[fXcW4=C
_a^Q[T\\PhbdaUPRTc^^cWPcfX[[\PZTh^dad]c^cWT
S^Rc^aP]S\XVWc^RRd_h\^bc^Uh^dacX\TH^d]TTSc^
[TPa]c^_aX^aXcXbTcWX]Vb>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dbWPaTP
V^^SQ^]SX]VfXcWh^daR^[[TPVdTbP]ScWT_T^_[TPc
f^aZCWXbXbcWTaXVWccX\Tc^_PacXRX_PcTX]R^]UTaT]RTb
P]S]TV^cXPcX^]bH^daR^\_a^\XbX]VPccXcdSTfX[[VPX]
h^dPV^^S^__^acd]XchCWXbXbPV^^SfTTZU^a
aT[PcX^]bWX_bH^dfX[[[TPa]PfW^[T[^cPQ^dcW^fh^d
RP]cPZTh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_UdacWTaH^dfX[[QTPQ[Tc^
\PZTa^^\U^a]Tf_T^_[TP]S]TfTg_TaXT]RTb<PZT
cWT\^bc^UcWXb_TaX^S

H^da_WhbXRP[fT[[QTX]VST_T]Sb^]h^da\T]cP[fT[[
QTX]VCWXbXbPcX\TfWT]h^d]TTSc^QTeTahR^]bRX^db
^Uh^daX]cdXcXeTdaVTbP]SaTPRcX^]bP]SQaX]VcWT\X]c^
QP[P]RTfXcWcWTVaTPcTaV^^SP]S\TP]X]VX][XUTCWXbXb
]^cPcX\Tc^PRc^dcX]aPVT^aWPcaTSQdcX]bcTPSc^[^^Z
PccWTbXcdPcX^]Ua^\P_[PRT^U[^eTP]SR^\_PbbX^]
2PaTTafXbT_Ph\^aTPccT]cX^]c^fWPc_T^_[TPa^d]S
h^dPaTS^X]V1TRPdcX^db^U_^[XcXRbPccWTf^aZ_[PRT
B^\T]TVPcXeTU^aRTbPaTPc_[PhPch^daf^aZ_[PRTc^_dc
h^dS^f]0e^XS\PZX]VX\_^acP]cSTRXbX^]b]^fH^d
fX[[WPeTST[PhbP]S^eTaSdT_T]SX]V_a^Q[T\bX]P[[
h^daf^aZb0]ScWXbfX[[PUUTRch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_bPb
fT[[1T_aPRcXRP[P]Scahc^QaX]VQP[P]RTX][XUTCWPc
\dbcQTh^da_aX^aXch

7TP[cWXb[XZT[hc^bdUUTacWXbfTTZ2^]bXSTaPbTR^]S
SXPV]^bXb6TcP]^cWTaWTP[cW_a^UTbbX^]P[³b^_X]X^]
QTU^aTh^dcPZTP]hUX]P[STRXbX^]1T^_T]c^b_XaXcdP[
WTP[X]VCW^bTfW^PaTbcadVV[X]VfXcWPbTaX^dbX[[]Tbb
Z]^fcWPcPRdaTXb]^cP[fPhb[X]ZTSfXcWWTP[X]VH^d
\PhaT`dXaTb^\TcWTaP_h^abdaVTah>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]cQdbX]Tbb_Tab^]bfX[[\PZTPR^]bXSTaPQ[TbcP]S
7^[Sh^daWTPSd_WXVWP]SZ]^fcWPch^dWPeTP[^ccWPc
h^dPaTQaX]VX]Vc^cWTcPQ[T5X]P]RXP[[hc^^h^d\PhS^
QTccTacWP]h^dWPSTeTaSaTP\c^UH^d]TTSc^QT
cadbcf^acWhP]SaT[XPQ[T^cWTafXbTPaXbTX]\T]cP[
SXbcaTbbP]S\Xbd]STabcP]SX]VfXcWcWTUP\X[hXb
X]SXRPcTSSdaX]VcWXbcX\TH^dWPeTc^QTTgcaPRPaTUd[
P]SPe^XSPaVd\T]cb

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^daFWXcT
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da?X]Z
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPhCdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[UTT[aT]TfTST]TaVhP]SRWPa\X]
h^da[XUTCWTRPaTP]SPccT]cX^]h^dWPeTQTT]
_a^eXSX]Vc^h^daQ^ShfX[[[TPeTh^dX]WXVWb_XaXcb
H^dTg_TaXT]RTcWTRWTTaUd[P]SWP__hbcPcT^U\X]S8c
XbP[b^cWTcX\Tc^aT[h^]SXeX]TUPXcW=TfSXaTRcX^]
P]S_a^cTRcX^]X]UdbTcadbcX]h^dcWPccWTSXeX]Tb_XaXc
Xbf^aZX]VX]h^daQTbcX]cTaTbc?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dUTT[
P]Tfb_PaZP]TfbT]bT^URaTPcXeXchfXcWX]h^dabT[U
H^dPaT\^aTR^]UXST]cP]SPVVaTbbXeTX]h^da
P__a^PRWP]SSTRXbX^]\PZX]V]^fATR^V]XcX^]
_aPXbTUa^\UaXT]SbP]SPdcW^aXcXTb_a^\^cX^]PaT[XZT[h
c^cPZT_[PRT>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c[X\XcTSR^]SXcX^]b
Ua^\cWT_Pbc\XVWcWPeT\PSTh^dSTcPRWTSUa^\cWT
f^a[SH^dUTT[RWTPcTSP]SSTRTXeTSX]PaT[PcX^]bWX_

H^dPaTf^aZX]VWPaSSPhP]S]XVWcc^\TTccWTRWP[[T]VTb
^U[XUTB[^fS^f]cWTb_TTSP]S[^^ZPUcTah^daWTP[cW
fWXRWXb_aX\T^UX\_^acP]RTPccWXbcX\TH^daT]^a\^db
TUU^acbVXeTh^dfWPch^dfP]cX][XUT>eTaP[[h^daeXcP[Xch
UPRc^aXbbca^]V[haTU[TRcTSPccWXb_^X]cX]cX\TP]Sh^d
\PhQT^]cWT\^eTCWXbXbP]TgRT[[T]ccX\Tc^QTVX]^a
X]RaTPbTPUXc]Tbb_[P]0cf^aZh^dPaTQ^[SP]S
R^daPVT^dbX]h^dad]STacPZX]VbP]SPRcX^]bH^da
RaTPcXeTT]TaVXTbPaTWXVWP]Sh^dWPeTPV^^SbT]bT^U
SXaTRcX^]X][XUTH^d\PhWTPSP\TTcX]VR^]UTaT]RT^a
Ydbc[TPSP_a^YTRcfWXRWaT`dXaTbVa^d_PRcXeXcXTbP]S
WP]S[TXcfXcWR^\\P]SCWX]VbPaT]^cb^V^^S^]cWT
[^eTUa^]cH^d\PhUPRTSXbP__^X]c\T]cbP]SST_aTbbX^]
ATbTPaRWQTU^aTh^dVTcX]c^_Tab^]P[aT[PcX^]bWX_b

H^dPaT\T]cP[[hbca^]VcWXbfTTZH^da^_T]
\X]STS]TbbP]SbcaPXVWcU^afPaS]TbbfX[[WT[_h^d
Va^f\^aTXUh^dPSSVT]Ta^bXchP]S_X]RW^UZX]S]Tbb
X]h^daPccXcdSTBW^fX]Vh^daPdcW^aXchXbX\_^acP]cPb
XbVT]c[T]Tbb>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaTVXeX]V
\^aTX]cTa\b^UcX\TP]ST]TaVhc^cWT^aVP]XbPcX^]
h^dPaTf^aZX]VU^a0_^fTaUd[_Tab^]Xb[XZT[hc^
bd__^ach^d>eTaP[[h^daRPaTTaXb[^^ZX]Vd_>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\PhQTP[Xcc[TSTcPRWTSCWXbfTTZ
a^\P]RTP]SR[^bT_Tab^]P[aT[PcX^]bWX_bPaT]^ccWT
QaXVWcTbcU^ah^d;XbcT]c^fWPch^daX]]Tae^XRTcT[[b
h^dBcaTbb[TeT[b]TTSc^QTcPZT]X]c^R^]bXSTaPcX^]
CWXbXbPcT\_^aPah_WPbTh^dfX[[QT^]cWTaXVWc
caPRZb^^]

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da6aTh
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !$
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dVa^fTeT]bca^]VTaP]SPaTaTPShc^UPRT
P]h^QbcPR[TX]h^da[XUT4eT]fWT]UPRX]VbTaX^dbWTP[cW
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t the outset, I greet the valuable
readers on the solemn occasion of
Shardeya Navaratri, which ends
today, following a nine days of intense
prayer regime. The beauty of this particular festivity is that after spiritedly pursuing prayers, it ends in a celebratory mode
on Vijaya Dashami — the day marked
with Lord Shri Ram’s victory over
demonic Ravana and freeing Sita from
his captivity. The question now is: Is it
just remembrance of that singular auspicious event, or that it is supposed to offer
something relevant in today’s terms? If it
has some lessons for us in immediate
terms, then it is time to assess, what we
have gained during the process.
Symbolically speaking, what does Sita
being freed from captivity mean for us in
contemporary terms? It needs to be
remembered that potentially we are born
with immense powers — in fact, divine.
That however, doesn’t involuntarily play
out, and mostly remains hidden within.
We need to explore, identify, acknowledge, hone and then bring them out of
captivity of ignorance.
The process as such is not easy. The
challenges are many. Remember, Mother
Goddess Durga is visualised having 10
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hands. In eight, she carries armouries
made available by different Devtas, so as
to combat evil forces coming from as
many directions. Only two hands carry
accessories marked with creative potential — Conch shell in one and Lotus
flower in the other. Conch shell when
blown gets tu ned to cosmic forces. Lotus
flower marked with its beauty and splendour is symbolic of creativity. But what
are those evil forces expectedly coming
from eight different directions? Are they
negative forces thrust by external factors,
or are they within us? Of course, we shall
have to combat challenges thrown by
external factors. But they can be spotted
and countered, if we pool in all resources
in hand and efficiently use them.
More challenging, however, are the
evil forces playing from within — our
preconditioned mind marked by our
unending cravings and temptations of
life, negative thought trends, lack of alertness necessary for timely initiatives and
responses, and habit tendencies. All the
more because they stand in way of positives within coming out in full play.
Caught up in the usual flow of life, we
seldom care to identify, acknowledge and
address them within time. That makes it

incumbent upon us to first address the
evil forces playing from within.
Nine days of prayer regime is stipulated with the above end in view. In the
process, the primary focus is on Mother
Goddess Durga, the epitome of Shakti.
For, all aspects of our dynamic existence
are primarily driven by nature driven
energy-orchestra (Shakti). And energy
remains a double edged weapon. When
judiciously used for productive ends, it is
rewarding and fulfilling. If, however,
knowingly or unknowingly it gets misdirected — put to unbecoming acts — it
can prove self-defeating. How we apply
our energies in real terms, depends on
our unique character — positively or negatively oriented. We need to be on full
alert to consciously use our power
towards well-meaning purposes. The
irony, however, is that ordinarily, our flirtatious mind remains caught up in the
tempting influences of the glare and glitters of the seeming world. We keep passionately chasing what lies at the surface
level, randomly jumping from one desire
trend to the other. In the process, we seldom remain alert enough to use our
power base in a reasoned way, and with
obvious consequences.
From the fourth day, we simultane-
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ously pay attention to Mother Goddess
Laxmi marked with our creative aspirations. This reminds us to remain focused
to our need based requirements. Nothing,
however, would come through, if we don’t
use our resources intelligently. So, during
the last three days, Mother Goddess
Saraswati, the epitome of knowledge and
wisdom is pursued. All through the
process, our indwelling negatives will
keep playing from within, which we
could identify and acknowledge. We are
supposed to make offerings of such
unseemly tendencies at the altar of
Mother trinity, so as to purify our mind.
Following which, we gain access to full
landscape of mind to come out with our
best. We then look at the issues in hand,
the aspirational urges, and challenges
coming our way in right perspective due.
That paves the way to negotiate with the
callings of life as an informed and wide
awake person with ease and comfort,
which may lead us to a better tomorrow.
Navaratri, thus, provides us with an
occasion to get periodically geared up to
take on life ahead in all strength.
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